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ELDERLY CITIZEN HON-
ORED — Presenting
an orchid corsage to Mrs.
Virginia Collins last Sun-
day afternoon is D. K.
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Rogers, president of the
Boxtown Civic club, which
feted Mrs. Collins on her
113th birthday. She is
Woman, 113, Is Feted
By Boxtown Civic Club
Mrs. Virginia Collins got.
one of the biggest surprises,
of her long life last Sunday,
afternoon w h en some 50
persons came by the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Jones
of 3514 Boxtown rd. and
wished her a happy birth-
day.
The party was sponsored
by the Boxtown Civic club,
and had there been enough
space on top of the cake
to hold one candle for each
year of her life, the resultant
heat might have caused all
of the icing to run off the
cake.
According to all of the
statistics avail able, Mrs.
Collins is now 113 years
of age at least. She may he
older.
Mrs. Jones said that a
woman who died a few years
ago knew Mrs. Collins to be 10 to
13 years older than she was,
and had the woman been
living today she would have
been 100 years old.
Mrs. Collins was born dur-
ing slavery on a plantation
near Vicksburg. Miss., and
moved to Shelby County in
1910.
She has neco a neighbor
of the Joneses for the past
18 years, and is not able
to take care of herself now.
"She can still walk," Mrs.
Jones said, 'but I dress and
feed her, see to it that she
has fire in the winter, and
tuck her in bed every night.
Mrs. Collins memory
is still good, she explained,
and she knows everybody
in the Boxtown community."
Leading out in the cele-
bration were D. K. Rogers,
president of the Boxtown
Civic club, and one of its
officers, S. L. Jones, promi-
nent grocer of the area.
Mississippi Gets Its
First Negro Coroner
coroner in the state of
Mississippi was elected at
Holly Springs, Miss., in the
August 8th primary elections
in Marshall County. He received
a vote of 3,390 to his opponent's
3,274. •
This is the first time in
the history of Marshall
County that any county
candidate had polled this
many votes in a county
election. I .
Osborne Bell, a local funeral
director and manager of
the J. F. Brittenum & Son
Funeral Home, ran against
Charles Ivy Owen, white, an
employe of the city of Holly
Springs. Mr. Osborne was
the winner as the elections
came to a close and the
votes were counted.
Mr. Bell is a graduate
of the Mississippi Industrial
College (M. I.) at Holly
Springs. He has had 12
years experience as a morti-
cian at the J. F. Brittenum
& Son Funeral Home. fie
is a member of the Northea.-4
Mississippi F u neral Direc-
tors Association, the Missis-
sippi State Funeral Directors
Association; the Na tional
Funeral Directors Association;
the American Legion Post
No. 250 at Holly Springs;
an instructor in the Ameri-
can Red Cross (first aid
training); a member of the
Liberty Hill Baptist Church
at Byhalia, Mississippi.
During the campaign Mr.
Bell worked among both
white and Negro groups in
collecting votes for the coun-
ty coroner position.
He is the only Nero in the
state of Mississippi to hold!
the position of coroner of a
county.
OSBORNE BELL
Oriental Tea
To Be Held
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Bert Bates
Praised In
Resolution
seen here with members
Mrs. Dorsey Collins, who
take care of her. Born a
slave in Mississippi, she
of the club and Mr. and
has lived °in Shelby Coun-
ty for the past 57 years.
Withers Photo)
James Walker Will Be
Honored Next Sunday
James T. Walker, prominent
labor and political leader,
will be honored on Next Sun-
day. August 27, in an Apprecia-
tion Day program to be held
at the Manassas High school
auditorium at 4:30 p.m.
A past president of the Shel-
by County Council of Civic
Clubs, Mr. Walker has been
active in civic work for the
welfare of the disadvantaged
for a number of years. His
late wife was Mrs. Willa Mc-
Williams Walker. who for years
before her death was one of
the area's most prominent ,
women in civic and political
circles. 1
Mr. Walker is president of
the North Memphis Civic club,
and has been recording secre- fraternity, the first non-col-', _tary for the International Dis-
tillers Union, Local 99. since
1943. He has represented the
union at conventions held in
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Buf-
falo, N.Y.: New York City.
Washington, D.C., and Miami
Beach, Fla.
In 1950. Mr. Walker was pre-
sented the Omega Citizenship
Award of the Omega Psi Phi
JAMES WALKER
A resolution praising Bert
Bates, veteran Memphis
political leader for his
accomplishments during 48
years of achievements, was
passed last week by the
Baptist Pastors Alliance, the
Ministers Conf erence and
the Tennessee Regular Bap-
tist Convention.
The resolution was drawn
up after Mr. Bates announced
that he was retiring from
the political' arena.
In the r esolution, Mr.
Bates was praised for "prov-
ing his usefulness by se-
curing more jobs for minority
group membors than virtually
any other single individual
in our memory; a leader
iwho proved to be a firm
Ittiend of the downtrodden
and poor: a man of astute
insight who preceded the
current trend toward extending
political and civil justice
to all by designing a pattern
of social action which in-
A• ides all the reasonable
dkmands o f c ivil rights;
a gentleman who in the
best traditions of true Ameri-
canism lived a career free
from the effects of racism,
refusing to allow the geog-
raphy of residence in the
Smith or any other section
of 'the nation to sway or warp
his sense of justice for all."
Mr. Bates was praised as
"a man who numbered his
friends among all segments
01 the community, from pri-
soners to preachers, from
bums to bankers, from black
to white."
Signing the resolution were
Rev. A. E. Campbell, vice
president of the National
Convention, USA, Inc.; Col.
W. Lee, Atlanta
n s u ranee company;
C. A. Rawls, vice president
of the Golden Circle Life
Insurance compa ny; Dr.
Roy Love, president of the
Baptist Ministers Conference;
and Rev. L. R. Donson,
moderator of the Friend-
ship Association, Inc.
Also Rev. E. W. William-
!son, pastor of Olivet Baptist
Ichurch; Rev. W. C. Jackson,
pastor of Pea rly Gates
Baptist church, and Rev.
Perdy M o o dy, pastor of
Keel Avenue-Baptist church.
lege graduate to be so honored.'
1956, he was given a cerHIn 
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Boy, 15, Slain While Fleeing
Scene Of Attempted Burglary
Mount Vernon Teenager Dies In Yard
Teens, Police Of Popular Disc Jockey
Talks Held
Some 75 teenagers met at the
Mount Vernon Baptist church
last Saturday night, and spent 526 Alston ave. at 3:55 a.m. Asked if she knew her bop
some three hours speaking The victim was John Louis was away from at that time
about police brutality.
Jewell' 
son of Mrs. Virgie L. of morning, Mrs. Jewell, Lhe
They cited incidents and ask- Jewell of 594 Wicks, mother of 16 other children,
ad questions of two policemen,,
Detective E.E. Redditt of the 
Police said the victim refused 10 of them at home. said, "No,
Memphis Police Department's and 
halt after they warned him I didn't. He wouldn't stay
Community Relations Division, 
fired a warning shot. Both home, so I let him live with a
Patrolmen J. P. Hewitt and man down the street, who ask.
Erwin Malone have been sus- ed me to let him keep him,
pended until an investigation is "But I told him that if any.
completed. thing happened to the boy,
Ironically, the victim was al- he would be held responsible
ready trapped when he was hit for it." Mrs. Jewell stated.
in the shoulder by a bullet Following the shooting, offi-
was planned in an effort to when he had run as far as he cers arrested the man, Ike
bring about better relations be- ca_uld go away from the pursu- Anderson, 32, of 463 Wicks, and
".tween the Memphis police and
the community.
"There are means of working
out our problems aside from
rioting," Rev. Netters said. .7 —
"and a responsible community
should find them."
Admitting that there needed,
to be some imProvement on the' -
part of the police as well as the
community. Detective Redditt
said, "It is hard to remain a
human being when the commun-
ity hurls insults instead of a
friendly hello all day long."
Detective Redditt outlined the
new program sponsored by the
Community Relations Division,
and Patrolman H. E. Seaborn,
who patrols the area areun
Foote and Clayborn Homes,
answered numerous questions
from the children who wanted
to "let off steam."
Listening to the proceedings
were a few parents who had
come with their youngsters.
Adding comment at the end
of the program were Larry Her-
ron, manager of baseball teams
at Mount Vernon Baptist church
and John Coleman. coach for ing officers. In front of him was charged him with contributing
three of the church's teams. a fence about five feet high, to the delinquency of minors
The meeting was concluded and in the yard was a bad dog, after they were told by Variie
with prayer for better under- The youngster was killed in Ray Woodall, 15, companion
standing between the commun- the yard of A. C. Williams of of the dead boy during the bur-'
ity and the police offered by,861 S. Lauderdale st., popular glary. that Henderson had giv-
Waverly Taylor. 17. disc jockey of Radio Station en them beer and wine before
WDIA, who was broadcasting they went out on the burglary.
at the time of the slaying. Judge Kenneth Turner set bond
Police were called to the for Henderson at $1,000.
scene of the break-in by neigh- The dead boy had a history
bors, who heard the boys trying of truancy, had been arrested
to get in the back door of the previously for burglarizing an
sundry. The:- were still beat- establishment, and had served
ing on the door when the offi- a term at the State Training
cers arrived at the sundry store School at Pikeville.
and Patrolman H. E. Seaborn.
Serving as master of cere-
monies for the discussion was
Rev. J. L. Netters, pastor of
Mount Vernon' and a candidate
for councilman from District 6.
Rev. Netters said the meeting
tificate of merit by the 
Mem-' Service Club Meetsphis branch of the NAACP. I
His latest honor was in March
1967, when the Men's Fellow-
shipEndorses of Second Congregational
Church of the United Church of,
Christ honored him with a cer-(
At a meeting held recently "We must come togethertificate of award.
at the home of Mrs. Ethel as one people for the better-
Mae Wells of 595 N. Fifth st., ment of Memphis," she add-
the Christian Service club
endorsed Charlie F. Morris,
Sr., for councilman from Dis-
trict 7.
3 New Orleans Negroes
Qualify As Candidates
NEW ORLEANS — (NPI) — N. Morial, the Rev. A. L.
Three prominent local Negro Davis, Jr.. and Ellis F. Hull.
citizens have qualified for the Morial is presently assistant
Nov. 8 elections' for the House in the office of the U. S. At-
of Representatives. If they win, torney for Louisiana, is a
they will be the first Negroes graduate of Louisiana State
to occupy seats in this body,university and a top man in
since the Civil War. I the Catholic Knights of Peter
The three are Atty. Ernest'Claver.
The Calendar Clubs of
Greater Middle B a p ti s
church w ill p resent an j.
Oriental Tea on the lawn
of Rev, and Mrs. B L.
Hooks of 1860 S. Parkway
east on Sunday, August 27,
from 7 to 9, and the public
is invited.
Mrs. Juanita Arnold is
chairman of the Tea, and
Mrs. Homer Mitchell chair-
man of the Calendar Com-
mittee.
A STEERING COMMIT-
TEE . . .for aUending
the needs of the children
of Goodwill Homes met at
the home of Mrs. W. 0.
Speight. Jr., to discuss
•
Speaking for her husband,
Mrs Alma Morris, h i
campaign mana ger. said,
"We need more Christian
men and family men to run
for public office. We need
more dedicated men who
are concerned about all of the
people of the city of Mem-
phis, r e g ardless of race
or religion.
plans for action. Seated
left to right: Mrs. Richard
Clark, Miss Ceil Connelly,
Director of Goodwill Homes,
Mrs. Speight. Mrs
Frank Gianotti, Jr., and
1. 0:
r(gait
1.91
Mrs. T. J. Toney. Stand-
ing Miss Erma Lee Laws,
Mrs. Phillip Booth, Mrs.
('harks T a r pley, Mrs.
Samuel Peace, Mrs.
Whittier A. Sengstacke,
to death early Sunday morning,
when he and a companion at-
tempted to escape after being
surprised while trying to break
into the Bruce Sundry store at
A 15-year-old boy was shot "The first time the police
came and caught them inside
the store: the next time they
got away; this time o no it
them got killea," Mr. Bradley
told the Tri-State Defender.
SCENE OF SHOOTING —
Tiger, owned by popular
disc jockey A. C. Williams,
grouts at the photogra-
pher, as he takes photo
of spot where young John
Louis Jewell died early
owned by Bruce Bradley of
2694 Select since 1966, and
which has been the object of
burglaries three times since be
bought it.
Sunday m o ruing while
fleeing scene of sundry
burglarly a t tempt. His
body was found at cor-
ner where fence meets
house. (Withers Photo)
Funeral arrangements for
the youth were incomplete at
press time. N. J. Ford and Sons
Funeral Home will have charge
of the services.
ed.
Mrs. Morris
that they must be-, red Davis Committeeri  told the club F 
ware of persons who move
the purpose of qualifying i
into the District just , for , m 
aps His Campaignthemselves f o r the post,,. 
while maintainin homes in i
other more prosperous sec-
tions of the city.
"If a councilman starts
out deceiving you, he will
continue," she told the group.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presi-
dent of the club.
Mrs. Matthew Thornton.
Jr.. Mrs. E. W. Reed,
Mrs. McCann Reid and
Mrs. Samuel Crossley.
The campaign committee for
,Fred Davis, candidate for coun-
cilman from District 4, met at
his home at 1573 Pendleton for
brenkfast last Saturday morn-
ing to make plans for his
campaign this fall.
Members of the committee
on hand were Dr. Charles Pink-
ston, finance chairman: Mrs.
Mattie Sengstacke, Mrs. Joseph-
ine Wintrush, Mrs. Mary K.
TOlerson, Ralph Lewis, and
W.L. Hardaway.
Not present because of illness
Mrs. Lorene Osborne, campaing
manager.
Mr. Davis. 33. is a member
of the Shelby County Democra-
tic Executive Committee and
the Steering Committee of the
Shelby County Democratic Club.
He is employed as a librarian
In the Shelby County Register's
Office and is a former auditor
with the Tennessee Department
of Revenue.
His platform calls for more
vocational training centers, the
formation of an organization to
work with Juvenile Court per-
sonnel in preventing juvenile
delinquency, and a planned an-
nexation program.
District 4 includes the Orange
Mound community and has 17,
619 white voters and 15,837 Ne-
gro voters.
Mr. Davis is a graduate of
both Manassas High school and
'Tennessee Al State University
where he received a degree in
business administration with the
class of 1957. He is taking grad-
uate work at Memphis State
University.
As a vice president of the
Orange Mound Civic Club, he
led a protest against the sale
of the swimming pool in the
Orange Mound Park by the city
to a frozen food firm which
needed room for expansion.
He is a deacon at Beulah
Baptist church.
FRED DAVIS
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DEFENDER
U.S. Power Structure---Key To Negro Progress:
"
These Are Our 15 Most Powerful Men In Washington
SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1967
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Washington Correspondent for
Sengstacke Publication
(Continued from last week)
Number five among the
power figures in Washington,
rte., is Secretary cf Housing
and Urban Development,
Robert C Weaver. This new-
ly created department, estab-
lished in 1965, is really get-
ting its lumps in the current
racial crisis. The spotlight is
on the slums and ghettos of
America which are the spawn-
ing ground of the violast rev
olation. Segregated housing is
a burning issue, a constant
source of irritation because
esen the affluent Nero in
America society suffers from
the indignities of the system.
Weaver, an urbane profes-
sional in the field of housing,
and the first Negro in the
cabinet finds
himself torn
between t h e
practice de-
mands of the
ghetto dwell-
ers who deri-
sively refer to
urban renewal
as "Negro re-
!oval."
Testif y- tv:
ing before the Senate housing
subcommittee, Seer etary
Weaver asked for immediate
priority in funding for rent
suppl ement and the model
cities program, both of which
have fared badly at the
hands of Congress.
He cautioned against the
danger of "overselling home
ownership f o r low-income
families because it might
prove too heavy a burden for
them." Said Weaver, "We've
got to be honest with the
people out there and say
there is no overnight solu-
tion but that we are com-
mitted to help."
One criticism of the struc-
ture of the agency is that
there is not enough Negro or
other minority group rep-
resentation in the top eche-
lon. Of these 50 positions only
three posts are held by Ne-
groes, Booker T. McGraw.
Assitant to the Secretary for
Assistant to the Secretary for
Intergroup Relations: Ker-
mit G. Bailer, Director of
Regional Support; and James
G. Banks, Director Office of
Community Development.
R. Sargent Shriver, the em-
battled Director of the Office
of Economic Opportunity gets
the n u mber
six slot. Al-
though it is
not a depart-
ment (it was
s t a blished
within the Ex-
!cutive Office
of the Presi-
dent by the
Economic Op-
portunity Act 'ilium FR
of 1964) no program of the
Great Society has undergone
as much assault and battery
as 0E0.
It is the favorite whipping
boy of Congress and some
segments of the press. De-
signed to eliminate the para-
dox of poverty in the midst
of plenty, every slight mis-
demeanor that occurs in its
far-flung programs are seized
upon as proof of subversion,
corruption and sedition being
fostered with Federal money.
0E0 is fighting for its very
life now against a formidable
array of legislators deter-
mined to kill it. Oddly
enough. some of the lewdest
invectives against it comes
from Black Power advocates;
yet, there is overwhelming
evidence that it is at least in
JUSTICE WARREN
"SKIN SUCCESS"
CREAM
TONES THE SHADES
OF YOUR SKIN
For Fairer, Clearer,
IfehralloOk ?oar Loveliness.
'Miran, Creamy white 'SKIN
SUCCESS' CREAM fades freckles,
sememe PAM old weather-beaten
sem binned leek. aids In renteving
bleolineeds, smoothing large seem.
staccasr• CREAM con-
tains the full official strength of
that dependable active ingredient,
ammoniated mercury, the ingredi-
ent recommended by doctors for
enemy years for effective skin care.
Ask for "MUM SUCCISS" CREAM
at drug and toiletry counters
rfm . 44c. Large 2 or. size
ier Containing more then 4 times
ea much, only $1.00.
part reaching the disadvan-
taged who m7ghi; never have
any hope of breaking out of
the poverty cycle.
The main trouble with the
program is that it has to
walk a tightrope between po-
litical leaders who see it as
a threat to the patronage sys-
tem and the people who need
it most. Somtimes the pro-
gram get lost in a maze of
bureaucracy and out right
mismanagemeat and the
criticisms are justified.
Ihriver goes up to Capitol
Hill to submit to hours of
merciless griliing and emerg-
es smiling and as handsome
as ever. He has had some
inter-office problems also of
charges of discrimination
In se‘enth place is Atty.
General Ramsey Clark. This '
tall solemn-faced Texan with '
the slow drawl was con- '
firmed only a few months
ago. Son of the retired Su-
preme Court Justice, Tom
Clark, he is generally hewing
to the line of vigorous en-
forcement of civil rights stat-
utes as h i s predecessors,
Nicholas de B. Katzenbach
and Lobert Kennedy. As the
chief legal officer for the
U.S.. Clark finds his responsi-
bilities even heavier in the
wake of the recent riots. He
is continually called upon to I
give his opinion on whether
there is evidence of conspira-
cy. At stake are civil liber-
ties as well as civil rights
in matters of freedom of
speech and freedom of as-
sembly.
Chief Justice Earl Warren
is number eight on the list,
because he had profound in-
fluence on changing the
whole strata of social justice.
The former Governor of Cali-
fornia was named to the High I
Court by President Eisen-
bower in October, 1953.
Barely seven months later
in May. 1954, he read the
unanimous decision of the
nine justices banning segre-
gation in public schools and I
changing forever the pattern
of the status quo. Since that
time, Warren has become the I
symbol of the changed court,
with decision after decision
overturning segregation in
American society.
Lately, even when the court
as a whole tended to shift
from the far liberal to a mid-
dle of the road stance, War- i
ren has remained on the side
of extending civil rights into
every corner of life in these
United States.
In ninth place Is another
symbolic figure, Thurgood
Marshall. In 1953, as the chief
lawyer for the NAACP. he
stood before the Supreme
Court and argued the case for
the Negro children involved
in the litigation. Later, A%
Solicitor General of the United
States, he faced Chief Justice
Warren as "friend of the
court" in other cases. Soon.
now "Mr. Civil Rights" will
be viewing the chambers with
Warren from the lofty perch
of the bench as the newest
associate justice of the Su-
preme Court.
The Number Ten place goes
to another jurist, a man who
may not be known to all
Americans, but whose recent
der i sion on Washington
schools is another landmark,
perhaps with even more pro-
found implications than the
1954 ruling.
H- " T'''12.F. J. Sekelly
Wright of t h
(k:o.urSt. oCfirApcui...
pisals for the
District of
Columbia.
Judge Wright
was transfer-
red to Wash-
ington in 1962
110 from his 
na-
tive New Or-
l-ans. As a
Feneral District Judge there,
he had sin4oh-ndedly deseeg-
regated New Orleans public
schools. He was threatened
with his life and bad crosses
burned on his lawn.
On June 19, Judge Wright,
homed down a 183 page
opinion in the suit of Hobson
versus the District of Colum-
bia Board of Education. It
ordered sweeping actions to
end "criminal" discrimination
against poor Negro students
in Washington's public
schools.
Specifically it diiected the
immediate abolition of the
track system created by
School Superintendent Carl
Hansen which placed children
in certain set divisions ac-
cording to their learning abili-
ty. Other provisions of the
ruling included busing stu-
dents from overcrowded Ne-
gro schools to predominantly
white schools west of Rock
Creek Park and teacher in-
tegration.
The Wright decision had a
volcanic reaction. Dr. Hansen
announced his resignation and
hip intention to appeal the
ruling to the Supreme Court.
The school board divided on
the issue. Pro am'. con citi-
zens groups went into action
and across the nation, it be-
came the blue print for at-
tacking Northern de facto
school segregation. The im-
pact will be felt for years,
to come.
The 11th pl.:: on the ri- ver
list is Sen.
Everett Mc-
Kinley Dirk-
sen, the se-
nior senator
from Illinois.
T h e silver-
tongued Re-
publican is a
power in his
own right, be-
cause of his
position with-
in the inner circle of the
Senate and as Minority
Leader. He is closer to Lyn-
don Johnson than a large
number of Democratic sena-
tors and the ?resident makes
no secret of his admiration
and respect for him.
Yet, if Ev. Dirksen says no
to a piece of legislation fa-
vored by the President. it as
good as dead. He has said no
to several pieces of civil
rights legislation and yes on
a number of vital bills, des-
pite opposition in his own
Long Instance rates are
lowest AFTER 8 PAL
everyday and
ALL DAY SUNDAY. Dial
your own Long Distance
calls and get the low
station-to-station rates.
Save up to 35% ever
person-to-person calls.
Southern Bell
ranks.
Number 12 is Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy of
New York. He
has no direct
authority, but
the power of
the Kennedy
chairman and
the holdover
from his late
irother has a
magic effect
upon millions
of minorities.
Moreover, off all persons in
public life. Bobby comes
closest to having a meaning-
ful dialogue with "soul
folks" including the hostile
militants of Black Power. The
people in the ghettoes really
dig him.
, A veteran in the field of
the U.S. Negroes' struggle
for complete freedom and
the 13th person in the power
line-up is a quiet man who
has made a career of being
self-effacing and staying in
the background.
He is by any measurement.
the most knowledgeable man
in Washington on what makes
Congress tick. Clarence Mit-
chell, Jr . the NAACP's
Washington lobbyist, has giv-
en more than a quarter of a
century of dedication in wag-
ing the legislative battle for
k elk
KENNTOT
civil rights.
Mitchell is the watchdog
on Capitol Hill. During the
1957 debate on a civil rights
bill, Sen. Strom
Thurmond of
South Caroli-
na staged a
one-man mar-
athon filibus-
ter that lasted
all night long.
At one point,
there w:tre on-
ly three per-
sons in the
Senate chamber, Thurmond,
the presiding officer and
Clarence Mitchell in the gal-
lery.
Mitchell gave his first con-
gressional testimony on his
eyewitness account of a
lynching that occurred in
1933. He is passionate and un-
compromising in pressing for
votes, but even the most
hard-headed o p p ositionists
respect him for his sincerity.
Year after year, t h e at-
tempts to get legislation were
in vain, but the rewards for
his hard work came with the
enactment of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act and the 1965 Vot-
ing Rights Act.
Number 14 is Clifford Alex-
ander Jr. who was sworn in
last week as Chairman of the
Equal Employmeat Opportu-
Salem - Gilfield
Women Set
Goal Of $1,000
The Salem-Gilfield Baptist
church at Florida and Crump
i blvd. will present its eleventh
iannual Tea and Fashion Show
on Sunday. August 27, from 4 to
6 p.m., and the public is in
vited.
The theme will be "Accent
on Now" and will feature
WDIA's cover girl, Miss Pat
Mayweather, and Mrs. Judy
Eiland.
The Tea is sponsored by 40
women of the church, and the
captains will start the Grand
IMarch promptly at 4 p.m.
The goal for the day is $1,000.
Mrs. Attee Williams, chairman
of Fashions, said that some of
the best-dressed women in the
city will model.
The show will be held in the
lower auditorium of the church.
Miss Eunice Carruthers will be
the narrator.
Mrs. Lizzie Brown is chair-
; men and Rev. A. L. McCargo
pastor,
huo DAISY SHOWING!
Plus — "ONE MILLION EYES OF SU MURU"
Starts Thum, :tug. 31 — Sidney Poitier
"TO SIR WITH LOVE"
Just say
"Charge it" at
44 Hardware stores
in Greater Memphis
with
BANKAMERICARD
Only one card ... one bill . .. one check
...with BankAmericard, another people
service from
FIRST el
NATIONAL
BANK •
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tuties Commission. A grad-
uate cum laude of Harvard
U. and Yale Law School, the
33 year old New Yorker was
formerly Deputy Special
Counsel to President Johnson.
The EEOC was created by
Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and is the only
Federal agency with statu-
tory authority for dealing
with discriminatory employ-
ment practices outside the
Federal Government. The
commission has been weak-
ened by internal difficulties
and a high turnover in staff.
The outgoing chairman, Ste-
phen Shulman served less
than a year.
I It will be Alexander's re-
sponsibility to strengthen the
agency and put muscle into
its power to enforce non-
discrimination and there is
a huge backlog of cases
awaiting him. In the present
climate of unrest over jobs,
this presents a stiff challenge
to the genUe, mild-mannered
new chairman.
In the 15th place is U.S. .
Commissioner of Education
Harold Howe. A grandson of I
the founder of Hampton Insti-1
site. the 47 year old Howe has
a distinguished background in
education a reputation for tack-
lint; thorny issues head on.
He was appointed to his
post in December, 1965 and
soon afterwards, he was
clashing with Southern offi-
cials over the enforcement of
school desegregation guide-
lines. Howe became a burr
, under the saddle to the bu-
reaucrats who found it most
annoying that he would send
teams of investigators from
his office, often Negroes in-
cluded, to conduct the in-
quiries. It was inevitable
that demands for his head
followed and powerful forces
In Congress went to work on
him.
On May le, bowing to the
nressure, Secretary J 0 h n
.ardner took away Howe's
Ant rights enforcement pow-
;rs and to make it appear
a blanket order, he stripped
four other bureau chiefs with-
in the department of similar
authority.
Gardner announced that
all rights compliance activt•
ties would be centralized in
his office under his special
assistant, F. Peter Libassi
The Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights strongly acriti-
cized the move as making the
guidelines impotent.
However, Howe was par-
tially vindicated when Judge
Skelly Wright incorporated
many of his ideas and di-
rectives in his sweeping de-
cision outlawing de facto
segregation in Washington
schools. Meanwhile, Howe
continues to advance his long-
range theories on quality edu-
(Continued on Page 5)
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SAVE OVER
00Mand more
THE FINEST IN FROSTLESS
REFRIGERATION 
— Gibson
Fr_st'Clear frees you from do-
f citing mess forever Never
lets frost form in freezer or
r igerot or .
10 YEAR WARRANTY OM
THE MOTOR COMPRESSOR —
Gibson is the only rnanufoc.
turer to bock up its refrigera-
tors with a 10-yeor warranty.
This puts the heart of your
Gibson under protection.
DESIGNER 5IRIE3 — Available
in white or coppertone as well
as with exclusive designer
series front poneis. It's port of
a flexible new decorating con-
cept created exclusively for
Gibson by famous New York
Destner Penny Hal lock Leh-
man,
BOTTOM FREEZER IS MORE
CONVENIENT — And it holds
212 pounds of frozen food.
NOW! 2995
With Ice Maker
Gibson 18 frost * clear refrigerator-freezer
FROST CLEAR — Won't let
frost form. There's no frost
build-up to steal any of the
freezer's 147.4 pound copoc-
ity.
CONVINIENCE STORAGE
DOOR — Shelf with removable
guard holds up to 12 frozen
foods pockoges bookcase style
so you can easily rood labels,
Juice con rock holds 5 frozen
juice cans handy, yet secure,
AUTOMATIC ICE MASTER —
This model has the Automatic
Ice Master that freezes 'and
stores a continuous supply ofjut cubes — you'll never for-
get to fill your trays again_
BALANCED CONDITION-
ED AIR — Cold dry air is cir-
culated throughout refrigerator
to hold temperature at near
ideal 37 degrees.
NEW CANTILEVER SHELVES
— Let's you hook- in three
shelves lone silde out) at just
the right height to fit your
needs.
NOW 29995
With Ice Stoker
Gibson 17 frost * clear refrigerator-freezer
The new Gibson
side-by-side FOODMASTER
is here, with a list of
features a mile•Iong!
... IN A 32-INCH CABINET THATtFITS ANYWHERE *
• Changeable Designer Front Panels a Automatic Ice
Master • Quick Shift Cantilever Shelves, Frozen Food
Package Racks and Egg Container • Gibson Frost*
Clear Eliminates Defrosting S Lowest Operating Cost
• Slide-Out Crisper, Meat Chest and Freezer Basket
Butter and Cheese Compartments
APPLIANCES
COME AND SEE- OR JUST CAL
1883 LAMAR 275-1101
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1967
LEARNING TO SERVE —
Miss Dorothy Vaughan,
standing, and Miss Willie
Mae Williams, kneeling,
are escorting Mr. R. E.
Mitchell, Memphis veteran
who served in the Korean
conflict, to Physical ther-
apy Clinic at Kennedy
Veterans Hospital, where
he is a patient. The girls
are members of a Girl
Scout Troop, No. 815, led
Memphians Elected To
Posts At OES Meeting
The Excelsior Grand Chap-
ter, Order of Eastern Star,
tion of Tennessee, held its 58th
Prince Hall Affiliation, Jurisdic
annual communication at the
succeed herself as Grand Wor-
thy Matron.
On Tuesday evening a "Four
Seasons" fashion show with
musical interludes was pre-
Emmanuel United Presbyterian sented by the Ways and
Church, in Kncxville, Tennes- Means Committee, for the
see, August 7-9, 1967 benefit of the educational pro-
Criminal Court Judge Ben gram (scholarship awards) of
L. Hooks and Atty. H. T. Lock. Excelsior Grand Chapter,
ard asministrative assistant to The colorful affair was large-
Governor Buford Ellington, ly attended, and the committee
DEFENDER
Girls Travel
Many Miles To
Help Patients
Two Hernando, Miss., high
school seniors, Misses Willie
Mae Williams and Dorothy
Vaughn, have won distinc-i
'tion this summer for their
volunteer services in t hei
Nursing Escort Service at
Kennedy Veterans Hospital
in Memphis.
The teenagers are mem-
bers of Girl Scout Troop
. 815, led by Mrs. Ethel
Lemon a n d Mrs. Louise
Green.
Both Miss Williams and
Miss Vaughan traveled 60
miles a day, four days a .
week to render their services
to the patients at the VA
Hospital. Miss Williams would
like to become a nurse' upon
graduation from high school.
Miss Vaugh n is trying to de-
cide between becoming a
nurse or a mAical secre-
tary. Both girls attend Cen-
tral High Shool in Hernando.
One observer said, "These
girls not only render a specif-
ic service to the hospital
staff and patients, but also
lend w a r mth and cheer
to the hospital atmosphere.
by Mrs. Ethel Lamon and
Mrs. Louise Green. They
served this summer in
the Nursing Escort Serv-
ice at the Veterans hospi-
tal.
Worthy Patron;
McCoy, Associate Grand Ma-
tron; Clarence Isabel, Associate
Grand Patron; Mrs. Rosa L.
Woodwin, Grand Treasurer;
Mrs. Beatrice Pendergrass,
Grand Secretary; Mrs. Eliza-
beth Russell, Grand Conduc-
tress and Mrs. Bernice Ken-
nedy, Grand Associate Con-
ductress.
The East Tennessee districts
entertained the delegation Mon-
day envening at the B. 4- W.
Cafeteria on Gay Street dur
ing a banquet. More than 500
persons were present.
The 1968 Grand Communica-
tion will be held in Chattanooga
Tennessee.
were the principal speakers reported donations of more
for the occasion. than a thousand dollars for the
On Tuesday afternoon the
Grand Worthy Matron delivered
her annual address. She was
given a standing ovation and
was unanimously re-elected to
educational program.
Officers elected for the en-
suing year were Mrs. Rosa B.
Whitson, Grand Worthy Ma-
tron; J.E. McKinney, Grand
Maddox Gives Tips
For Those On Medicare
Medicare has been with
us just over a year now
and is already doing the
fine job expected of it.
Many of our elderly citizens
are receiving needed medical
care with the realization their
bills are being paid. Warren
Maddox, District Social Securit
Manager, recently stated.
Although medicare is not de-
signed to relieve completely the
cost of all medical needs, the
protection against the stagger-
ing costs of major illness is
now the free right of nearly
everyone age 65 or over.
All medicare beneficiaries
have received medicare book-
lets outlining in detail their
rights and responsibilities unde
medicare. Occasionally, how-
ever, situations arise which are
not covered in- the booklet or
the beneficiary cannot deter-
mine what action is necessary
on his part. In these instances,
Mr. Maddox advised, the best
move is to contact the nearest
social security office or a rep-
resentative from that office.
Generally, there are only a
few important steps the bene-
should always present their
ficiary should take to insure
complete use of medicare. Fol-
lowing are a few:
(1) Medicare beneficiaries
medicare cards to their doctor
when requesting treatment.
Lost cards can be replaced by
notifying your social security
office.
(2) Your doctor must author-
ize your admission to a hospital
In other words, you cannot
enter a hospital by presenting
your card alone. Your doctor
has to make arrangements for
you to be entered into the hos-
pital.
(3) When you are being treat-
ed by a doctor, either at home,
in his office or clinic, or in the
hospital, you should always
keep your paid receipts for
all services rendered. Before
medicare can reimburse you
for out of pocket expenses, re-
ceipted bills must be presented.
A good place to keep your re-
ceipts is in your medicare kit.
The Social Security District
Office is in the Federal Office
Building at Main and Poplar.
It is open from 8:30 to 4:30 ex-
cept for Thursday when it is
open from 8:30 to 7:30.
Mrs. Lula
GETS ASSIGNMENT — Ar-
tis L. Robinson, son of Mrs.
Mamie L. Robinson of 607
Beale St., has been assigned
to Forbes A F B, Kan., for
training and duty as a con-
struction equipment operator.
He recently completed his
basic training at •Lackland
AFB, Tex.
Custom Tailored Draperies
SLIP COVERS
AT PRICES YOU
CAN AFFORD
anti in the convenience of your
borne. Let oar decorating con-
ordinal advise with you.. o ob-
ligation.
TERMS ARRANGED TO
SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE
MILIUM LINED
Window Shades
DECORATIVE
SHADES
• ROOM-DARKENING
SHADES
Translucent Shades
Floor Covering
Inlaid Linoleum
Inlaid Vinyl Tiles, Rugs
Wall to Wall Carpet
SAVE MONEY ON QUALITY
MERCHANDISE ON LOW
EASY TERMS TO SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE . . . ESTI-
MATES ARE FREE)
216 S. Pauline Tel. 276-4431
TROPHY WINNER 
Alice Holman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hol-
man holds a trophy she
won as the top contestant
:.mong 47 in an oratorical
contest sponsored by the
Memphis Park Commission
and the Kiwanis Club and
held in the Overtan Park
Shell as a representative of
LeMoyne Park. Her subject
was "Safety in LeMovne
Park." Miss Holman's prize
included a $25 U. S. Savings
Bond. She will be a sopho-
more at Booker T. Wash-
ington High school this. fall.
MEN'S WEAR
Page 3
"QUALITY NEVER NEED COST"
ANY MORE THAN YOU PAY AT THE
o'v*, SHOE MART
INC
4 LOCATIONS...
4102 HI WAY 51 SOUTH - WHITE HAVEN PLAZA
2142 CHELSEA AT HOLLYWOOD
1309 JACKSON AT CLAYBROOK
4440 SUMMER - EAST OF CORONDOLET
NOW
ARRIVING
1,000 PAIRS
OF NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
CHILDREN'S SHOES
s2" to $488
SAVE UP TO 60%
Vigorous Outdoor Look In Fall Sweaters
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI)—The col-
lege man and his sweater are
as much of the college scene
as football games and school-
books.
This Fall the college man will
find himself wearing a sweater-
sweater, which is a name some-
body thought up to describe the
vigorous outdoors look of the
new ones.
The flat knit is out and the
thick knit is in. The sweaters
are "loftier," meaning that the
Wool gives a thicker look, and
they come in such dimensions
as rugged chenilles, ottomali
ribs, giant links stitches, honey-
combs, big jumbo cables and
shakers.
If that's too technical it mere-
ly means they are bulkier look-
ing without being heavier.
And they come in such colors
as pumpkin, copper, orange,
amber and gold. Plus, of course
such old standbys as whit's,
offwhites, black and white com-
binations and flashes of reds,'
blues and greens.
*0*
The bulky look puts the em-
phasis on mohairs and mohair,'
and wool blends shown in more
than half of the Fall show by'
the American Wcol Council and
Woolknit Associates: Mohairs'
in links stitch were for the golf
crowd, but brushed mohair in
misted colors were for the col-
lege man.
Coordinates were new, with
the knitted wool sweater as the
focal point. There were such
combinations as double-knit
wool jackets with turtle pull-
overs or knitted wool pullovers
and fine gauge knitted shirts
color-matched to woven sports'
jackets and slacks.
The ski look popular in for-
mer years was back in full
force with some sporting bright
racing stripes on sleeves and
chest or international flag
stripes at the midriff.
A few of the outstanding
sweaters:
-THERE'S NO PLACE LIRE HOAK-
Brentwood Sportswear put
new emphasis on the cable
stitch with heather tones pre-
vailing in a high V-neck pull-
over, a mock turtle 'neck and
cardigan models.
Robert Bruce showed a thick
textured novelty rib pullover
flashed with broad stripinas of
color. David Church showe I a
double knit cardigan in an otto-
man rib with such details as
barrel cuffs, notched collar and
tortoise buttons
Robert Lewis showed a nut .v
tweed knit with a giant knit
bird motif across the caest;
'made with splil saddle sho,_.1
ders and a ribbed crew nec,.
;Pebble Beach showed a thiee-
dimensional self striping in
novelty stitch patterns a
mock turtle neck.
Jantzen showed a strilthtg
cardigan with raised zig
stripes giving a three diiiier-
sional feeling. A cardigan by
Alps was in a giant links knit
with zippered front and ew
neck and framed in contrast-
ing color.
Sweater king Al Bobro,v of
Himalaya showed crisp tatt-r-
sall checks in a midweight pull-
over with mock turtle and a
hefty shaker knit marl pull-
over with a wedge-shape turtle,
bib panel with three buttons.
Another was a streamli.ted
stretch doubleknit wool wit,' a
wedgeshape inset.
Puritan showeci a crew p
over in a distinctive double-
diamond pattern in two col';:s
and a turtle style in a twoely
knit of thick-and-thin yarns.
Aspen showed a tightly ribuet
pullover with new squared
neckline and a crewneck pull-
over with racing stripes d -w.n
the sleeves.
Heritage used cable pqfleIS
to accent the husky look of two
styles—a high-buttoning cardi-
gan with vertical cable panes
and smooth ribbing on coda:-.
cuffs and hipband, and a crew-
neck pullover with an aer.is-
the-chest cable panel that can
tinues on the sleeves.
Gracious FRENCH Living Room!
A Room of Comfort with Sofa and 2 Lovely Chairs!
Glamorous 3 piece Room with French Flair! Three Elegant pieces practically Furnish your entire
room! Distinctively Styled with deep tufted backs and fine fabrics, this Decorator Co-ordinated group
has solid Foam Cushions .and Hand-Tied Coil Bases! Richly carved wood frame! And the comfort is
Superb. Pick the Suite of your choice in a lavish Gold or Fern Color.
Phone 526-5906
fllEE PARKING AT ALLENBERG'S, 0 SEALE
3015 Park Ave.
Phone 323-7656
FREE STORESIDE PARKING
SUMMER AVE.
3432 Summer Ave.
Phone 452-7308
FREE STORESIDE PARKING
Alps showed a sweater in
squares of novelty knit and
giant—four or five inches wioe
—cables on a V-neck.
Monsingwear showed a
brus ied wool and mohair in a
Persian rug pattern fore and
aft. De Loux showed a thick
cashmere with saddle shoulder
and two inverted arrow pleats
down the front to achieve ex-
tra fullness.
B. Teller showed a new
wedge-V neckline filled in with
a turtle inset. St. Andrew
showed one edged with color
stripes.
Household Tip
If you're about to paint your
house, don't forget to add a
special touch to the wooden
trim, reminds the National
Paint, Varnish and Lacquer As-
sociation. Coat window sashes,
shutters and doors with colorfol
exterior semi-gloss or, high
gloss enamel.
WHITEHAVEN
4212 Highway SI So.
Phone 396-9496
FREE STORESIDE PARKING
a• •"
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of Martin Temple Chruch.
He leaves one daughter„
Mrs. Charlie Mae Ryels, of
. Kansas City, Mo. a son,
Charles A. Walton, Jr., of
A "Hymnal Hour" will be .Memphis, two sisters, Mrs.
featured at the New Bethel
Baptist Church. 2215 Stovall 
Avenue. Sunday. August 27,
:starting at 7:30 p. m. Theme
of the occasions will be
"Hymns with a meaning and
the why of hymns."
Rev. H. A. Turner of-New
Bethel Baptist Church will
preach the main sermon at
11 o'clock. His subject will
be "Contrary Wind." Rev.
Turner is the assistant pas-Rev. T. Armstrong
ltor of New Bethel. The public
is invited to be present forHomecoming Dov the special service.
Rev. G. G. Brown ,is
Speaker In .Tipton pastor of New Bethel. Mrs.Ruby Lee 'Henderson is
chairman of the group spon-
Rev. Timothy Armstrong soring the Sunday program.
af Los Angeles, will speak 
at the Union Hill Baptist
church in Tipton. T e n n., on 
Sunday a ft ernoon, August 
Youth Day To Be
27, at 2:30.
He is a native of Tipton Held At Antioch
County and the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Armstrong of Tipton. He is
presently past or of the
June Cobb Church of Reli-
Annual outh Day will be
observed at the Antioch Baptist
church on Sunday, August 27,,
at 3 p.m., and the speaker at!
gious Science in Los Angeles. the 3 p.m. hour will be Rev.
Rev. Armstrong, a former W. W. Mitchell, pastor of the
member of Union Hill Bap- Rising Sun Baptist church.
tist church, will be returning Richard Horner is chairman
home to deliver the annual
Homecoming message, and
everyone is invited.
TEACH E RS—The best
methods of displaying edu-
cational exhibits w e r e
, taught in workshop sponsor-
ed by Tennessee State Uni-
versity last week. Meeting
a long existing need in the
field of education, the work-
shop was conducted by the
Sohool of Agriculture and
Home Economics at the uni-
versity. Elementary and
secondary school techers re-
ceived instruction in letter-
ing, photography, the latest
methods of preparing bulle-
tin boards, and the opera-
tion of audio-visual aids.
Workshop staff mernhers
shown testing an electrical
photo display are, from left,
End Housing Bias
NAACP Leader Links Riots
To 'Frustration' In Ghettos
WASHINGTON — Roy Wil-
kins, executive secretary of
the NAACP called for the
immediate end of discrimina-
tion in the sale or rental of all
housing.
Wilkins' demand came be-
fore Congress where he said
rioting in the country was a
direct result of Negroes' frus-
trations stemming from con-
tainment i n t he chet.-3es
across the face of the nation.
He termed inadequate the
Johnson administration's new
proposal for a gradual pro-
hibition that would cover all
housing after three years.
Pending a p proval of a
quicker ban, Wilkiro: suggest-
ed declaration of a national
policy requiring legally bind-
ing assurances of nondiscri-
mination before any major
facility is erected.
REV. T. ARMSTRONG
• "One of the burning frus-
trations Negro residents carry
with them in city ghettos is
the knowledge that even if they
want to and have the means
to do so, very often they
cannot get Gut," Wilkins told
the Senate Housing subcom-
mittee.
The administration measure
was endorsed by Atty. Gen.
Ramsey Clark and Secretary
Robert C. Weaver of the De-
partment of Housing and Ur-
ban Development. But even
Senate liberals have conced-
ed the bill has no chance
of passage in this session of
Congress.
! The bill would provide for
voluntary com p liance the
first year, partial cover-
age the second, and a
blanket b an on housing
discrimination the third year,
New Bethel To
Present Program
Featuring Hymns
of Youth Day, Miss Doris Her-
ring co-chairman, and Haroldi
erkins publicity chairman
Rev R. M. Mann is pas- Rev. Brady Johnson is pastor1
tor of the church. of the church.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vane* Ave. JA 7-9310
Memphis, T ..... see
'YOUR Company Makes What '••• ostr-Feir
Creator What You Think or
Joe Zinn. Public Relations
staff; Miss Christine Alexan-
der, workshop direcotr Mrs.
Ella Thompson, Pearl High
school, and Miss Frances E.
Thompson, head of the Art
Department of Tennessee
State
DEFENDER SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1967
Communications Skills 'Pights Leader,
Program Held At TSU P UGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.
Ood Of 11 , Nabbed
NASHVILLE  A specials
training institute to improve
: communications skills of pro-
: spective teachers opened last
'week at Tennessee State Uni-
versity drawing 100 participants
It will close Auguest 26.
Dr. Charity M. Mance, who
heads administration, curricu-
lum, and instruction at the Uni-
versity, is institute director. As-
siting her are Dr. Jamye Wil-
liams, professor of speech at
the university, who is campus
instructor: Riley Elliot, science
treacl-er at the local Cameron
High School, technician: and
Mrs. Marie Ferguson, Secre-
tary.
According to Dr. Mance, the
communications skills improve-
ment program for prospective
teachers is a special training
institute under Title IV of Sec-
tion IV of Public Law 88-352.
The primary objectives are
to insure that prospective
teachers from predominantly
Negro institutions do not un-
wittingly serve as poor speech
and language models, and to
evaluate and improve the oral
communicative abilities. Over-
:all objectives are designed to
i sensitize prospective teachers
to barriers to communication,
to the power of language to con-
dition attitudes, how language
may contribute to a positive
rather than a negative self-
image, and how to use audio-
visual technology to aid m lan-
guage development.
Tennessee State is one of
Now: Wilkins
starting Jan. 1, 1969.
The provision for partial
coverage adopts the com-
promise f o rmula approved
last year by the House. That
would have exempted from
the ban all owner occupied
homes and apartment build-
ings for five or fewer fami-
lies.
and permitting Negroes to
move into more decent hous-
ing. Sen. John J. Sparkman,
D-Ala., the su bcommittee
chairman, was unmoved.
Open Housing bill died in the Despite pleas by Clark „The idea has been creat-
Senate during a filibuster led and Weaver that the bill 
ed that this is a panaceaby Republican leader Everett, would be an important first, for the ghettos." he said.
M. Dirksen. The formula step in rebuilding city slums ,,It won't rue those up."
Final Rites Held For
Veteran Truck Driver
Final rites were held for
Charles A. Walton, Sunday,
August 13. at 1 p.m., from
Martin Temple AME Church,
64 W. Parkway. Reverend
Paul Fowlkes, officiated
Mr. Walton, age 59, was
killed at 2:15 p m., Saturday,
August 5 while crossing Florida
Avenue at Fay. He was carriedt
300 feet down the street before
the car stopped. PPolice
charged the driver, Josh Jones
of 936 Texas. with second de-
gree murder and driving while
intoxicated.
Mr. Walton was a truck CHARLES A.
driver for McKesson &
son Drug Company f o r 2 Lucille Lipsey of Memphis and
years. He was a member Mrs. Mary Alice Woodard of
City John Lipsey aKansas
brother.
The Walton family
appreciation for the
expressed by
and friends.
WALTON
expressed
sympathy
neighbors
FEEL LUCKY?
WANT TO WIN A 
$500 Color T.V. set
$64 Fishing rod & reel
$50 Girl's bicycle
$50 Boy's bicycle
$75 Springfield 12 gauge
shotgun
50 - $5 Gift certificates
Then come out 8, register.
You have until 10P.M., Monday, Sept. 4th
to get your name in the box.
BATHROOM
Housing was cited
witness before the
Judiciary Committee
leading cause of
by a
Senate
as a
Negro
four schools which are offerings
training in this area this sum-
mer. The other three are Hemp
ton Institue, Florida A. & M.,
and Southern Universities.
The program was initiated by
Dr. Samuel D. Proctor, presi-
dent of the Institute for Service i
in Education, Washington D.C.
Project director is Dr. Charles
Hurst, director of communica-
tions sciences research center
at Howard University.
unrest in the cities.
Dr. Nathan Cohen, wrio
beaded a study by the
University of California at
Los Angeles into the rioting
in the Watts section of
that city, said: "I don't,
think integration is the name'
of the game anymore. They
(Negroes) are more interest-
ed in job opportunity, securi-
ty and housing."
Cohen lauded the war on
poverty but said it had not
solved the immediate needs
of Negroes. In their im-
patience, he said, Negroes
have made black nationalists
and other militant grouns
their true spokesman in ur-
ban slums.
He c h allenged estimates
that only a small percentage
of Negroes were involved m
the riots. The UCLA study
had shown that 50 to 55 per
cent of adult Negroes were
participants in or "active
supporters" of Watts strife.
Of the Watts Negroes, he
said, 38 per cent thought
the riots would help their
cause and 51 per cent said
they m a de whites more
sympathetic to their prob-
lems.
Three m e mbers of the
President's National Advisory.
Commission on Civil Dis-
orders m ean while tourod
Detroit Monday. They are
Rep. J a mes C. Cormall,
D-Calif.; William McCulloch,
:D-Ohio, and Herbert Jenkins,
'chief of police in Atlanta,
1 Ga.
(NPI) — A spokesman for this
city's Negro Community has
been indicted on a charge ot
assaulting a city detective dur-
ing racial disorders.
He is Thomas Lee Henry, 43,
who was releasedon$10000•
bail pending grand jury action.
A laborer, Henry has 11 chil-
dren.
Henry was chosen as chair-
man of a steering committee
to help solve Poughkeepsie's
racial problems after an out-
door discussion session with
Rep. Joseph Y. Resnick (D.-
N.Y ) and Mayor Richard W.
Mitchell.
Train Leaves
For Baptist
Meet Sept. 4
The annual session of the
Progressive National Baptist
Convention, USA, will be
held in Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept.
5-10 at the Ne.lserland-Hilton
hotel, the headquarters of
the Convention.
The t r am n with special
coaches and a Pullman car
will leave Memphis on the
Sept. 4, at 5:30 p.m.
Coach fare, round trip,
will be $27.60, with Pullman
fare $55.25.
For information call Rev.
E. V. McGhee or Rev. H. C.
Cherry.
YOUR SON GOING OFF
TO COLLEGE?
We sincerely believe that our LOW MARK-UP,
FACTORY•TO-YOU prices on authentically
styled men's fine quality all wool sport coats,
suits, and slacks will help you reduce your ex-
penditures for your son's clothing needs.
Our clothes are proudly worn by college men
nation-wide.
We specialize in VALUE -- not the illusion of
value. Come in and sep for yourself.
Register for 10 FREE Bicycles. Drawing August
26th . You do az have to be present to win.
•
'`•
RAXTE
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• 1211. cliVNIA1111 • WI LAMAR 1211.S. THIRD
•
NINE CONVENIENT TWH E :1EGSHFTR E
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES
• Loursilwood Cantor
• National at Jackson
• Quince at Sea Isla
• Macon at Walls Station
• G•twoll at Barron
• Chelsoa at Thomas
• Northgat• Shopping Of.
• Southland Mall
Mclemore at Neptune
. Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.
3-LB.
TIN
FARM FRESH
WHOLE
COLUMBIA SLICED
BACON 1 -LB.PKG.
G RA P EssWEEHDITLEss 3LBs.5 90
CANTALOUPE 2 FOR 69C
HAWAIIAN ALL FLAVORSPUNCH 
CAN 
JIFFYJIFFY ASSORTED
CAKE MIXES 8-0Z.PKG. 10'
PEAS FRESH PURPLE HULL
KRAFT BAR-B
SAUCE 18-01Bit
BREAST-0-CHICKEN
CHUNK TUNA
NORTHERN WHITEOR
ASSORTED
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D.C. Men Of Power Are Key To Negro Progress
( Continued from Page 2/
cation for the poor. Some of
' his friends say his problem
is that he runs on a faster
track than his colleagues.
This completes the list ,
of the most powerful individ-
uals in Washington who !
have the most influence over
the Welfare and the future
of Negroes throughout the
U.S. There are some others
who should be mentioned as !
falling in special categories.
The runner-up to the mas-
ter list is Congresswoman ,
Edith Green (D
-Ore.). This
determined small woman
'YOU
who speaks with such el&
quence and is a former school
teacher has become an an-
athema to the liberals who
used to turn to her for sup-
port. She is a ranking mem-
ber of the !House Labor and
Education Committee.
When Adam Clayton Pow-
ell was chairman, she went
down the line with him on
progressive legislation until
he brought in as his admin-
istrative aide, C. Sumner
Stone. Exactly when t start-
ed is not clear, but on seve-
ral occasions Stone tangled !
with Mrs. Green and some-
times she charged that he
HAVE A
Vice Pres. Hubert H. Humphrey, tops among
the men of power in the nation's capital,
keeps up his never ending fight for racial
equality as he talks to a group of colored
youngsters who are about to take off for
a cultural jaunt. Urging them to "keep
countermanded her orders as
a sub-committee chairman
while Powell was in Eruope.
The lady from Oregon be-
came so furious at this pre-
sumption that she threatened
to take the matter to the
House Floor, even though
Powell on his return apolo-
gized, for his assistant. In any
case, Mrs. Green turned sour
an joined in the move to
oust Powell as chairman.
She teamed up With South-
ern Democrats and conserva-
tive Republicans in the House
to tack on crippling amend-
ments to the School Aid bill.
She insisted that this has al-
GREAT FUTURE'
cool" the Vice President explains that he
is backing programs to eliminate poverty
and disease. In this series on the 15 most
powerful men in the nation's capitol the
Vice President rated third.
'MR. CIVIL RIGHTS' SPEAKS
Thurgood Marshall. who trudged the long,
road to the U. S. Supreme Court and a
top power spot, discusses a point with Roy
Wilkins (left) as benefactor's of the famed
Supreme Court's school desegregation order,
stand by. Judge Marshall ranked ninth as
a current power figure in the great free-
dom struggle.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
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MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE. 526-8207
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
1;01e5',2
'Mr Standard of the-TVOrld
COUPE DE VILLE
IN MOTOR NG PLEASURE
• DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE'
AND OWNER LOYALTY
HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE
MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 30 CARS IN STOCK TO 01001111 PROM
27 MONTH WAFILAINITY
ways been her position. She
believes that the control of
funds, federal or otherwise
should be left to the states.
Furthermore, she says this
has been part of the Demo-
cratic Convention Platform
for years. Having won this
point to a certain degree,
Mrs. Green is now zeroing-
in on the poverty program,
particularly, the job corps
which she declares has not
proved its worth.
A fellow Democrat said of
her, "You know Edith. If the
baby isn't hers, she has a
tendency to strangle it in the
crib." Working with the coali-
tion in the House, Mrs. Green
now has considerable power
Over the fate of social welfare
legislation.
She describes Adam Pow-
ell as a flamboyant chairman
who was very able, but
whose bad points were better
known because he abused his
powers and privileges. He
liked to add up his bills
passed like a gunman count-
ing the notches in his weapon,
Mrs- Green said. He was
more concerned with quantity
than quality.
Indirectly, Julius Hobson,
Washington Director of ACT.
a militant organization is
having considerable influence
on the course of the black
revolution. He disagrees with
the Black Power advocates on
the tactics of violence. In-
Reunion Dinner Held
For Thomas Family
Rev. and Mrs. Charles E.
Thomas of 490 E. Waldorf were
recently reunited with their five
children, and it was the first
time the family had been to-
gether in six years.
The reunion was highlighted
with a family dinner in the
Thomas home.
Present at the dinner were
Rev. and Mrs. Thomas's two
sons and their wives, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Thomas, Jr.,
of Fort Smith. Ark., and Mr.
and Mrs. Harold E. Thomas of
Memphis.
Also present were their three
daughters. Mrs. Evelyn Johnson
Buffalo, N. Y.; Mrs Fran-
ces Cade, of Bermuda. and Mrs
Rutlia Thomas, wife of Cammie
Thomas of Memphis.
The grandchildren present
were Dwayne and Sheila
Thomas, Vivian, Pamela and
Cammie Thomas, Jr., Darrell
Johnson, Cheryl and Frederick
Fashion
'67 Stacks
The Deck
"Junior" Dresses win promi-
nence in the glittering world f
international fashion.
You can bet on a full house
of styles—flushing colors—ful-
fulling fabric tricks.
• • •
The fabric hand at Sue Brott
has a variety of suits—double
wool knits, jerseys, fur blends,
printed wools, orlon and wool
challis—smooth surfaces hiding
double and triple weights.
The point count in color con-
tinues bright-the spectrum start
with red, green, blue, and
yellow.
Burnt-out brights run the
complete fashion gamut, start-
ing from the deepest browns
and gaining momentum with
glowing oranges and golds.
• * *
Again this fali the bosoms,
armholes, necklines, ride high—
fullness in the long planes with
low slung belts.
Softness with bias cutting and
fluid lines anticipate a royal
flush of fashion.
The mood is "no gamble"—
keeping in step with our good
taste and our good judgement
in the wonderful world of Jr.
fashion.
Jantzen creates a layered ef-
fect with this all - American
knitted wool pullover styled
with a V'd front of woven wool
plaid, match-mated with Plaid
slacks.
Cade, and Tamara Thomas.
Also on hand for the dinner
were Miss Dora J. Catchings,1
sister of Mrs. Charles Thomas;
and Mr. and Mrs Alsee Varnado
!sister and brother-in-law of Rev
Charles Thomas.
! Rev. and Mrs. Thomas said
they are looking forward to
the day when the complete
family will be reunited.
stead, he proposes a nation-
wide bankruptcy campaign
by poor Negroes which he
believes will shake the finan-
cial structure so that it will
be forced to yield to de-
mands for more jobs, better
housing and more rights.
Hobson brought the suit
against the D.C. School Board
that resulted in the Wright
decision. He is 47 years old, a
native of Birmingham, Ala.
and a career employee of the
Social Security Administration
Louis Martin, Deputy
Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, is known
throughout the
country a s
-Mr. I n f lu-
ence." Though
he i n tensely
dislikes pioli-
city, the spot-
light stays on
him as the
man who has
the ear of the
M RAI IN
President on
racial matters. He is a trou-
ble shooter for the White
House On many occasions.
Martin's philosophy is that
salvation for the Negro is at
the ballot box. Hence, he has
devoted himself to promoting
the election of Negroes to
! local state and national office
a id increasing voter registra-
, tion. particularly in the South
For Fall New Boots
LONDON (UPI) — Fashion
Designer Mary Quant stepped
into the field of footwear
with a new idea in boots.
She showed for fall a range
of boots made of shiny see-
through plastic over colorful
fabrics like citrus yellow and
scarlet which will clean in
wet weather with a wipe.
The boots are ankle length
or knee high. The knee ones
unzip down the side and around
the ankle to be transformed
into short boots in a minute.
Alexander Plunket Greene,
Mary Quant's husband and
business manager, said they
also had plans for completely
see-through boots which would
be vsorn over colored stock-
ings in an all-in-one look.
Tri-State Defender Popularity Poll
Of the six persons listed below, which wot:{d
be your choice as Mayor of Memphis?
Mayor William B. lmgram
Hunter Lane
Henry Loeb
Bill Morris
Pete Sission
 A . •AW  Willis
Check Only One
Mod to the Popularity Poll
Tri-State Defender
Post Office Box 311
38101 Memphis, Tenn.
''op in moil box. ie ,,,11 pay the postage.
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A Black Loyalty Test?
The new trend toward self-appre-
ciation and respect for the black man's
heritage is a welcome phenomenon. Both
are evidenced in the affirmative atti-
tudes that many young Negroes are
assuming toward their physical selves
and in the myriad Negro history study
groups that flourish throughout the
land.
This "new breed" Negro is not
ashamed of his hair or complexion, he
proudly identifies with Africa, and that
word "black" no longer is an insulting
invitation to a fight. And to all that we
say, "amen."
To be in style today is not only to
appreciate one's biological self — our
natural texture of hair, our pigments-
tation, our facial structure — we also
are encouraged to appreciate our cul-
tural past, and to "think black," that is
to say, to be original in our estimates of
human worth and in our total scheme
of values. We should not ape the white
man just because he is white. And again
we say, "Amen."
At the same time, there are other
negative trends in the midst of this
long overdue movement that no thinking
Negro should give his assent. It is the
attem$ in certain quarters to estab-
lish a sort of racial loyalty test. In a
word, certain self-appointed "leaders of
black people" would pass judgment on
the "true blackness' of every other Ne-
gro who has something to say about
race relations in the United States.
This Is net a battle of complexions.
The criterion is based more on sounds,
oratory, emotional rhetoric. The number
one ingredient, of course, is hatred for
"Whitey."
Consequently, we may be threaten-
ed with a contest of strident sounds in-
volving only those who can denounce
the white race with the most venom and
who can recommend the most violent
treatment for him and his Negro under-
lings.
In other words, the race spokesmen
who register the highest on the venom-
and-violence scale are the true cham-
pions of the black man, and ipso facto,
they become the only persons qualified
to lead the black revolution. If a Negro
leader refuses to lump all white people
under the same bed sheet, if he does
not recommend the wanton destruction
of "Whitey's America," if he does Not
believe that there are alternatives to
the Detroit-Newark-Watts way, then it
is obvious: the man is an Uucle Tom.
This means that the life of a cap-
able, dedicated Negro leader could be
short lived, because there will always
be a new demagogue with better and
stronger ways of inveighing against
Ole Charley. If this incipient method
of leadership selection is permitted to
take root, last Sunday's radical is a
prime candidate for next Sunday's
Uncle Tom of the Year award.
It will not be enough to risk your
life daily as Dr. Martin Luther King
and thousands of other heroic people of
both races have done; you must recom-
mend indiscriminate death and de-
struction for them and all the innocent
Negroes who happen to be in the way;
all that or you will be called what Dr.
King is now called in "black national-
ist" circles — Uncle Tom.
strucr;oTaBoisCo etaoin nnn shrdlu u
Of course, the real Uncle Toms
are happy aboout this. This puts them
in distinguished company.
Now remember, you don't have to
have any organization or leadership
abilities; you don't have to be honest;
you don't have to be dedicated. In fact,
you could be a spy paid by Ole Charley
to disrupt the civil rights movement,
keep it in turmoil and smear its gen-
uine leadership. But that's all right.
baby, just come on with that strident
venom-and-violence oratory and we'll
call you a true Soul Brother.
More
On Rats And Elephants
• /
cerned. Even the most conservative Ne- 
salem was when las far as the Negro Republicans are con- able about Jeru- vo ution s Tnck
I went to the
gro will have difficulty in understanding M and elbaum
designed to clear our slums of the rat ly dedicated to commercial pro- 
SCIENCE TODAY
problem. There is no question of "so_ gress than they would in a Ne-
- 
reflectively. gev kibbut
zim or even in Jeru-
salem.
The pro-rat triumph may be the thing that made,
straw that breaks the elephant's back me uncomfort-;
how anyone could vote down legislation
cialism" here. Even the staunchest seg-
regationist is against rats.
on the front lines in South Vietnam.
According to animal behaviorists,
Representatives from Illinois voted
against the anti-rat bill. At this point,
the dilemma of Negro Republicans
throughout the nation was gradually
etched on the face of one Bill Robinson.
BADNanon
A Point Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
SOMETHING ELSE
Negroes who write columns
for Negro newspapers are al-
ways noticed by readers.
Most of the replies are
verbal comment on something
he has written.
So, one can imagine the
surprise generated in this
apace when a reader
of this newspaper submitted
the following letter. Signed
with the name "J. Jaculine
Desaline," an obvious pseu-
donym, the letter is some-
thing else. It is a take-off
on various aspects of the
race problem. It is a re-
vealing document. showing
how many articulate Ne-
groes are really reacting
to what's happening in the
racial area in the United
States today. But the letter,
follows in full. You decide
on it:
"Dear Nat:
"I think the article "Al
Point of View" is food for
thought . . .which is motiva-
ting my writing you or
someone in authority . . .
to publish my observations .
. . . From An A merican
Negro." who thinks he ;s a
Christian . . . or "aware.";
The racial staiggle issue
states in part that the sp:ead
of Negro voting in the Sautri
has started a process of
evolution i n t he political
system. But the figure will
depend on the type of Negro
politicians and policies they
advocate. So all thinking
groes believe.
"The thought is, "Do all
Negroes accept Martin Luther
King's views in regard to ad-
vocating camouflage, treason,
when he states the Negro
should upset our economy
in time of war? Also, do we
always vote as "Mr. Si, Wil,
Tur. and Mr. L. think we
should vote? We go by a man's
record towards the Negro. Mr.
Goldwater pretended he was
a detergent, but Johnson's
wax polished and cleaned.
"Mr. Johnson is now in
hot water primarily about
Vietnam. It is because he
has attempted to play ball with
the Negro. I am no politi!ian.
only a voter. But I am
asking you. Mr. Editor, to
play on fact, without tae
Negro vote President Johnson
will not get first place . • .
because he fought for us.
This brings a thought to me.
We want jobs an less p2-
lice brutality.
Speaking as all Negroee,
if they are honest, we have
only 34 per cent registered
voters. Why waste it on
race pride? Reading of Mr.
Lane's record to the Ne-i
groes it reads fine. We put,
Mr. Ingram in office. Which
out-weighs? Let us tell Mr.
Lane and Mayor Ingram we
want equal representation on ,
all grand juries where racial
issues are involved. Above,
all give Lawyer Letting an-
other Negro. As we say it is
a fiasco. I declared the
policemen free when the
grand jury would not indict,
and when I read what the
doctors, who are certifild
professionals, and above all
they can say, I deign )ses
ONLY IN AMERICA
it to the best of ability.
"I a m a fraid someone
who is an authority in psyc 10.
logy had better write an
article . . ."Is the school
i hate, that is only repeated his-
tory we all know of, worse
than fiasco grand jury and
accepting physicians' diagnosis
100," when at times they
have to call in a specilaist?
"Please take this as well-
meaning, Christian observa-
tions that only a Negro could
write.
"Delete if you like, but
please catch my intent."
Well, we didn't "delete"
anything from Mr. J. Jacu-
line Desaline letter. We think
we caught his "intent," how-
ever expressed. In fact, it
was the intent, rather than
anything else that prompted
us to reproduce the letter
here. We believe those who
read it will also catch the in-
tent.
Of major interest to us at
this paper is the hope that
more of our readers will
take time out to express their
opinions in writing on the
issues of the day. There's
too much guess work on what
Negroes, on all levels "really
think" about anything.
The white media of com-
munication listens only to
the Negro it "wants" to hear.
Yet, there's a world of
thinking and feeling going
on among Negroes. It would
be a great help to the
domestic tranquility of this
nation if a larger number
of Americans knew the true
thoughts and feelings of the
majority of black folk.
Tel Aviv's Progress A Drawing Card
By HARRY GOLDEN
I prefer Tel Aviv. Were
— "ft is I who have been betrayed," live in Israel, that's the city I
he said again and again. "It is I who would choose.
 So would most
have been let down," he finally declared 
Americans. They'd be much
more at home in this city open-
these complaints about annex-
ation and go ahead and make
I th the city one. Everyone can con-
centrate then on the agony of
the Berliners.
Certainly I must respect the
argument that Jerusalem is a
holy city. That is the gravamen
of the charge against Israeli
annexation.
For the first Skin 
Coloration:
Gate which di-
vided the old
city from t h e
new, the Arab;
sector from the
Does this mean that the GOP is Jewish sector,
willing to bend over backwards to con- was that on the Arab side there
were men so exhausted by hope-
vince the white backlash that it is ab-ilessness they never bothered to
solutely sincere in its contempt for the f brush the flies from their
Negro voter? faces.
Though I would like to see
Ironically, while Republican House the Wailing Wall. I am much
boss Gerald Ford was leading the GOPAoo inhibited and too 
conscious
-
et my own irreverence to weep
Dixiecrat coalition to victory in behalf !before it though indeed I can
of the rodent underground, he and this understand why a soldier in
same coalition were urging President helmet, boots, and tommy gun
slung could do so.
Johnson to escalate the war in Vietnam Jerusalem, of course, is be-
- at the coat of untold additional bill-.ginning to worry a lot of the ;
ions of dollars. The defeated rat exter- folks. They are warning t 
h e
Israelis, "Don't you dare keep
mination bill would have appropriated it. It belongs to the whole
only $20 million to help protect the !world, to all of history." It
strikes me odd that neither dip.;families of some of the Negro GI's now lomats nor clergymen nor in-,
--ta....napitism-to-sootseseeerr
Jackie Robinson Is on vacs-
don. His column will resume
When he returns....
UMW eillegeett110040/0001111010101111100,
By JOSEPH L MTLER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — For
a long time scientists were
puzzled by the fact that tropi-
cal peoples are dark-skinned
whereas dwellers in northern
climates are white
It didn't make sense. Black
skin absorbs more heat than
white skin So you would think.
if evolution had been on the
job, that the sun-drenched
equatorial peoples would de-
velop light-reflecting white
skins for comfort's sake.
By the same token, inhabi-
tants of cold northern regions
such as Scandanavia ought to
have black skins to extract u
much warmth as possible from
the slanting and often cloud.
obscured rays of the sun in
formed editors worried a bout.those parts.
Jerusalem when the Jordan-1 The fact that the opposite is
tans owned half of it. ; true doesn't mean thatI  evolu-
elephants are instinctively afraid of Perhaps the folks had to ex- tion goofed; confronted with
mice. But to this new breed of politician pend too much energy worry- two evils, it came up with
about Berlin. Berlin w s protective adaptations against
And then television reporter perchyderm, rodents are an elephant's'ingidistilied by a crude stone wall the worse one.
suggested that Robinson's blast at Con- best friend. AN Jerusalem was divided According to Prof. W. Ferns-
gress may be considered a betrayal ot Meanwhile, back in the rat_infestedlonly by barbed wire and pat- worth Loomis of Brandeis Uni.ldiers.
his party's leadership — since every sections of the ghetto November, 1968, iro
ningso
' 
versity. Vitamin D. the so
f 11 d h' 'ta ' h
Republican member of the iliouse of can't come too soon.
I th
Chicago's William H. Robinson,'
Cook County director of public aid, nor-
mally is an ebullient and effective
spokesman for the progressive wing of
the Republican Party. His facility for
seeing hope in the midst of futility has
helped him weather many a trying sit-
uation in both local and national politics.
Even during the embarrassing Gold-
water period, he rarely lost his ability
to invest ordinary words with an uncom-
mon dynamism. Moreover, the leaders of
most political persuasions respect this
man as an immensely dedicated and hon-
est politican.
In recent days, Robinson has found
it increasingly difficult to function
both as a Negro and a Republican. Last
week this usually effervescent defender
of the GOP was interviewed on televi-
sion. He was a saddened man. His eyes
seemed moist and his voice quivered.
He had just received a damaging one-
two attack to the face and the midriff
by the controlling conservatives of his
party — in Washington and in Illinois.
His own state party leadership had
just blotted out the widely praised job
training and education programs admin-
istered by his Cook County Department
of Public Aid. This is the program that
has helped nearly 4,000 persons to leave
the welfare rolls and earn their own
living. That bad news, coming in the
wake of Congress' failure to pass a rat
control bill, appeared to be too much
for Robinson, who recently attacked
Congressional indifference as a pri-
mary cause of this summer's racial vio-
lence.
the
1
lthat the Israelis should ignorelbeen largely responsible for
race differences in man. He
expounded this theory in a
recent issue of the Journal
Science.
Man has to have enough
vitamin D. Otherwise he comes
Idown with rickets, the disease
that results in bowlegs, knock-
knees, and twisted spines in
children and rubbery bones in
adults.
But enough is enough: too
much vitamin D is as bad as
too little. it produces such
things as kidney stones and
other maladies which in the
course of time can lead to
'death.
A unique thing about the
"Sunshine vitamin" is that it
is manufactured in the skin by
the action thoef storaviomlete foods,radis i
!notably fish liver oil, supply
it. But its main source in
nature is not diet but sunshine.
Man's ancestors originated
in the tropics where the sun's
rays beat fiercely. Early man
had a dark pigment and a
furry coat, which protected
him against an overdose of
vitamin D.
But these "Early Hominids'
gradually migrated into lati-
tudes, north and south of the
equator, where they were in
danger, not of getting too
much of the sunshine vitamin
but too little.
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Hotline
The Line Sizzles On
WASHINGTON — The hottest news in the District these
days is the Administration sponsored Home Rule ahich
passed the House by a wholloping 244.16e vote. It passed
only days after Black Power advocates were telling Ne-
groes on strer' corners "Either you get Home Rule here
in the capital at ou burn it down." This action would tend
to lend credence to the charge that it takes riots or the
threat of riots to get meaningful social change. When the
more conservative leaders sought to get self•government,
it fell on deaf ears. The passage is a victory for the Pres-
ident and it means the first major city in the Nation will
be under Negro domination. It also means that the jockey.
Ins which started shortly after the program was announced
will continue to intensify until the Mayor and 9-Men City
Council is named. Its passage came as a surprise to most of
the longtime observers here who had actually written Home
Rule off as an unattainable goal in the foreseble future.
PAGING MARTIN JENKINS AT MORGAN State Col-
lege: Check that member of your teaching staff who is
yet insisting that certain young women submit to a private
session oi hypnosis ("Don't tell your boy friend because he
wouldn't understand") before receiving a -passage" grade
in his course. The evil-eyed one was stalking one pretty
lit miss at the close of summer school . . Former Chi-
cago Defender correspondent Rosemarie Brooks is head-
ing a program with the Food and Drug Administration to
obtain more jobs for Negroes in the pharmaceutical field.
The Negro employment rate is very low, figures show,
although Negroes are proportionately higher consumers of
patent medicines . . Off to Vietnam for a two-year stint
as assistant bureau chief win be Time's Wallace Terry.
His family will be based in Singapore. Terry moved up in
the national magazine's organization fast after he received
several government offers . . . Biggest criticism of LBJ's
crime probe commission is the use of Whitney Young and
Roy Wilkins. Folks are asking: "Aren't there any other
Negroes in America "
CHOICE TID BITS: Chuck Stone, who handled p. r. for
the white mayor of Gary against a Negro candidate, is
now handling public relations for the Black Power organiza-
tion which met recently in Newark. Stone reports that the
B. P. group will meet again in Washington in October . . .
The Washington, a D. C. New Yorker-type magazine, pub-
lished a list of prefered lawyers in its latest issue, None
were Brothers ... Add the name of Virginia's Rupert Picott
to the Negro staffers at the NEA who are giving the organi-
zation a modern look. Picott formerly headed the Virginia
Teacher's Association, a Negro group which has now merg-
ed with the white organization . . . There is only one Ne-
gro on the Interagency organization of compliance officers.
He is George Holland of VA. The lack of Negroes here is
indicative of something. — One guess . . . Who will sur-
face the hushed-hushed story involving Livingston Wingate
at the recent Newark B P conference? Seems they meted
out some rough treatment to the former head of Haryout.
Act in Harlem. Oh, come now, someone knows the full
story.
IN TOWN: Carlton Goodlett, publisher of t h e San
Francisco weekly, was here to present his case for a
corporation he represents for a UHF television license. It
was the first time a Negro group has appeared before the
FCC for a television outlet . . . While Sterling Tucker was
holding a meeting of 200 Negro leaders at Turner Memo-
rial AME church to discuss cooling off racial tension in
D. C., a group of 30 Negro youngsters went on a rampage
in the U-street area. Do we see an indication here' . . .
Before quitting the Washington scene, following his resig-
nation from the Atomic Energy Commission, Sam Nabrit
serving in the capacity as president of the board of D. C's
soon-to-be-opened two-year Technical Institute, announced
the appointment of Cleveland L. Dennard as its first presi-
dent. Dennard, a native of Fla.. was NYC deputy com-
missioner of Resources and Manpower Development . . .
0E0's chances for survival are looking up. Negroes are
noting more and more, the absence of the Brother on policy
making levels. Some of them attend the senior staff meet-
ings, but they aren't in the inner sanctum when the deci-
sions are made.
OUT IN ST. LOUIS: The National Medical Association
almost went by way of its reactionary white counterpart,
the American Medical Association. Its mossbacks attempted
to block aggressive and talented Jack Holloman, the out-
going president and got their ears pinned back for their
time and trouble. A statement drawn by a mere handful
of the Trustee Board died aborning and when delegates
were asking about its presence, they acted as if they
'wanted the whole thing to go-away. It would have been
a tragic day if the Negro group had fallen a victim to the
backward moving wing of the association . . . The South-
ern Christian Leadership Conference will pull a number
of top personalitites into Atlanta for its annual meeting.
Observers are waiting to see to what extent the Peace and
Vietnam issue will be injected into Martin Luther King's
organization. It could be a real interesting meeting .. . Who
is under consideration for the presidency of Howard? It is
our understanding that the choice is about made, but the
candidate is unwilling.
WASHINGTON REAPPRAISAL: There is an organiz-
ing reappraisal in Washington these days by top Negroes
in Federal government. About recent riots in Newark, they
frankly admit, that they mismt nave sensed the deep feeling
of black power if they had taken the time to listen to their
sons and daughters who are in college. 'Our sons and
daughters are not listening to us." one Negro frankly ad-
mitted in one soul searching session "because they feel we
sold out. it you can get them to be brutaly frank, they will
that our jobs are merely window dressing. They are grate-
tell us that we have limited infuence in government and
ful that the window dressings earns their education, but
they want more. And when you come to think of it, maybe
they are right. Perhaps we older parent are a bit older
than we wish to admit. Or is it that we are caught up in
the transitional period." mfw ymme
troit, Toledo, Grand Rapids, Cambridge and elsewhere have
finally brought home the fact that they have lost touch
with the mood of the ghetto. Many of these Negro leaders,
RIOT AVERTED: The newsroom of the city edition
of the New Pittsburgh Courier (a Sengstacke Publication)
scooped the whole of the city of the Steel City when its
August 2 banner proclaimed "City Escapes Planned Riot."
In the story, which was unearthed by Rh' Roberts and
probed by manager editor Carl Morris and others, it point•
ed eat how an informer tipped off the local cops of disorder
attemps at local rock and roll dance. Alert police action,
a welcomed rain snafued the works.
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Beulah Lewis i Harry Golden
Buried In Detroit 1Quits SNCC,
DETROIT — Last rites
for Mrs. Beulah Lewis, mother
of the chairman of the Na-
tional Urban League Guild,
Mrs. Mollie Moon of New
York City, were held here, the -South's foremost cham-
Saturday, Aug. 19, at the pions of civil rights and a
Scott M e m oriel Methodist Daily Defender columnist, has
Church with Rev. Clarence quit the Student Nonviolent Co-
T. R. Nelson, pastor, officia- ordinating Committee. He criti-
ting. ,cized SNCC for "racism and
Mrs. Lewis died on the antisemitism."
night of Aug. 18 while in He said the militant group
Grace Hospital after a linger. seems to have "joined the Ku
ing heart ailment. The Klux Klan and the American
Nazi Paty."
Golden, 84, author of a num-
ber of best sellers and pub-
lisher of "The Carolina Israel-
ite" newspaper, held a 10-year
membership in SNCC.
He said he took particular
exception to SNCC's regular
monthly newsletter which, he
said, has taken a pro-Arab,
pro-Communist, racist line. The
newsletter, Golden said, con-
taMed anti-semitic cartoons.
Jewish folk singer Theodore
Bikel, also citing antisemitism,
resigned from SNCC last week
in New York.
daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Rodgers, she was
born in Meridian, Miss. She
attended Rust College in that
state. Following manage
to the late Telious Lewis
she lived in Texas, Cleveland,
Ohio, and Gary. Ind., before
moving to Detroit more than
25 years ago.
She was a faithful and active
meber of the Scott M e m:
oriel Church serving with
several of the church's or-
ganizations. P r eviously, in
Cleveland and in Gary, she
had been an active worker
Blames 'Racism'
r'HARLOTTE, N.C. — Editor
author Harry Golden, one of
with the Republican party. Golden said he was retaining
In addition to Mrs. Moon, his membership in other civil
she is survived by a grand- rights organizations, including
daughter, Mrs. Mollie Woad, the NAACP and the Southern
and an infant great grand- Regional Council.
daughter, Michelle Lee Wood, But, he said, SNCC has
of New York City, as well "gone away from nonviolence"
as by numerous cousins,- unde the direction of black
nieces and nephews and a host power advocates Stokely Car-
of friends. Imichael and H. Rap Brown.
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Be Happy At Home!
Cordana
Dusters
Low Kress Price!
$222
Terrific buy!
Favorite year-round
cotton prints with
rounded collar,
bertha collar, or no
collar. Choose
gripper or zipper
front; contrast
trim, cuffed
sleeves, pockets.
S-M-L-XL.
For The Smart New Look
Crochet Textured
Hosiery
Colorful fishnet and curvy de-
signs layered over their own
paler background! They stretch
on over the knee, thigh high for
new shorter skirts.
Just The Groovy Styles Young Moderns Want!
Girls' and Teenagers'
Back-to-School
Handbags
$299
All the neat casual types are here!
You'll find pouches, envelopes,
Rapovers. Some with convertible
shoulder straps, chain handles,
all the other new swinging styles.
Great autumn colors: black,
birchberry, luggage tan, coffee
bean.
Conveniently Yaws At Kress
I 
 his Nit 1:30 $16
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Wed On Saturday
PHYLLIS ROSS
Miss Phyllis La‘erne Ross
will become the bride of Floyd
Malone Banks on Sunday,
August 27, at the St. Thomas
Roman Catholic church at
Lauderdale and Trigg at 2 p.m.
Miss Ross is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam Jarmon
of 2025 Keltner Circle and a
graduate of Memphis State
university and winner of the
title of "Miss Collegiate" in
1966.
She recently received a fel-
lowship to the University of
Missouri at Columbia, Mo.,
where she will study for a
master's degree in the field of
community development.
Presently an administrative
assistant in the War on Pov-
erty Committee of Memphis
and Shelby County, Miss Ross
was formerly employed as a
legislative secretary in the of-
fice of former U.S. Senator
Ross Bass.
Mr. Banks is the son of Mrs.
GE orge Banks of 1267 Gill and
the late Mr. Banks.
He received his bachelor's
degree in Health and Physical
Education from Xavier univer-
stiy in New Orleans and is now
employed as a teacher in the
Chicago public school.
Mr. Banks is completing the
requirements for his master's
degree and in his spare time
studies karate. He holds the
1967 Illinois championship in
the Black Belt Division.
A reception will be held im-
mediately after the wedding at
the Holiday-Inn-Rivermont.
44
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Phyllis Ross To Be7heY Cater To The Problem Figure
By THERESA F. HOOKS the adjustment needed is only interesting motion whenever he says — (1) the garment
A unique facility, not dupli- 
slight, Rosenau draws on his weird. should provide the necessary
cated elsewhere, is Ortho-Fit 
stock of well-known brands His sway back, which caused support; (2) it should be coin-
Inc., 25 
W.
 Washington at. it And if the figure isver y small
his condition, was corrected
caters primarily to figure prob- 
or very large, he adapts regu. fortable; (3) it should make the
lar stock where possible. with a support, and his derriere wearer feel that she looks aslerns and problem figures. 
The firm is headed by Walter Pleasing a client by giving 
receded to be scarcely notice- Ias'noz.gble as it is within her
S. Rosenau, who has had 40 her a corset that actually fits 
able, barely bouncy. type of figure to look.
abroad. in is important," he says. 
success of Ortho-Fit's business cally engineered garment can
The first importance to the "We believe that an anatomi-
years experience both here and end doesn't have to be 'broken
Rosenau's stocks in trade are 
is a threefold balance, Rosenau be attractive."
— --
the girdle and the corset.
"It's all in the fit — the
"Whether it is a simple gar-
ment or custom-made, or wheth-
er it has pads, bones. lacing,
etc., fitting the customer cor-
difference between comfort and rectly is the key to a success-
misery," he says. And this is ful corset business.'
where Rosenau, a para-medical Ortho-Fit also takes the same
expert, fits into the picture of infinite care in fitting brassieres
surgical support. "Fitting post-operative mas-
The majority of his clients t,ectomy cases (the loss of a
are referreds to him by physi- breast), one of the most corn-
cians, whose patients have back
problems, either severe or
slight. And it's Rosenau's job
to fit the patient with a gar-
ment that gives comfort and
support, but yet looks trim.
Orth-Fit enjoys repeat sales
from satisfied coustomers, who
in turn recommend many
other. Even with his success
ful business, Rosenau and his
staff take the time to fit the
figure individually.
It may take an hour and a
mon problems, requires sym-
pathetic understanding of how
the patient feels without making
an issue of it.
"Balance concerns her most.
She doesn't want to appear to
be a one-sided cripple. We solve
this with diplomacy and by
carrying the proper types of
surgical breast forms."
Rosenau's satisfied customers
are legion. One, for instance,
was a woman, 31, who had a
72-inch bust and a waistlir.! of
half taking measurements and nearly 80 inches. When corn-
sizing up the client's problem pleted her corset easily held
On the first visit. But the next three ordinary persons without,
visit only involves putting on a strain.
the correct garment, of which And not all of his customers .
a detailed record is kept, and are women; 30 per cent are
the customer leaving the office men. One had a waist of 60
satisfied. There are no in-be- iEches, with 62-inch hips. He
tween fitting changes. Custo- wanted a support which would
flier loyalty follows and repeat flatten his many "rolls" of
business become automatic, flesh, ease his back pains, and
even from remote pazts of the make his clothes fit better.
world. Another male client was ridi-
Although a lot of- the firm's culed by his co-workers because
orders are custom-made, stand- he had an abundance of"der- 1
ard lines are also sold. When riere," which had plenty of
outs Vodka
the only vodka with a
patent on smoothness.
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Bettye B. Thompson
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You're off to on exciting night
at th• races with "it's...
RACING TIME". Be a lucky
winner and win up to $500.
Play right in your own living
room every Saturday Night.
NOW
AT
BIG STAR
"Always A Winner"
BIG STAR &
QUALITY
STAMPS
Get a bonus with every purchase
at BIG STAR with QUALITY
STAMPS! Quality Stamps is a
favorite with the whole family
because the Quality Stamp Catalogue
is filled with famous Brand-Name
Items with something to please
every member of the family.
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BIG PRIZES
7re,
/levee.
it's
RACING
TIME!
$100 WINNER
Mrs. Mary 1. Cotton
Starkville, Miss.
Play "it's...RACING TIME"!
There ore 5 exciting races
every Saturday on WMC. TV,
Channel 5, 7 to 7:30 P.M.
Pick up your race cords
today at BIG STAR!
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Wedding News Seems we
had a summer just filled with
apple blossoms and wedding
rings and among those entering
the holy estate of matrimony
Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
-Pray till prayer makes Family Picnic — The annual
you forget your own wish, jpicnic sponsored by the Union
and leave it or merge it 'Protective Insurance Company
in God's will". Frederick is very much for the families
W Robertson. of the company as was pleasant
ly evidenced by the many small
fry trying their legs and those
of their parents and doting
grandparents a t S impson's
Farm Thursday.
To call her the 'belle of theare Carol Ann Billops and Don-
ald BlaMe French who pledged 
.
picnic" is putting it mildly, but
that is exactly what cute littletheir troth Saturday afternoon
Judith Ann Whalum was.at the home of Atty. A. A.;
;Latting with the reception fol- the teenage daughter of Ronnie
and. H. D. Whalum. Jr., of St.lowing. After a honeymoon at.
Montreal's Louis and came down with her Expo '67, the couple.
Han.will live in Washington. Carol aunt-and uncle, Tillie and r 
is the sister of Mrs. Arvis A. old Whalum and their boys
'Skipper and Roy who spent a(June) Latting and the groom
hails from Columbus, Ohio. few days in St. Louis. Juditn
And Carlee McGhee Bodve • Ann was proudly shown off by
and William David Hill former her aunt. Clare (Mrs. J.
Bowman at the picnic and re-Nlemphian now residing in Chi- 
many hugs and kissescago have also tied the nuptial
knots they were wed July 1-, from friends who had knowa
in the Winds' City They're her father from his childhood. 
leaving on the week-end for the
Windy City. A group of Carlee's
friends feted the schoolmarm
founder of Union Protective.with a going away party at
her brother-in-law.
ti 
Wilton II" grandmere Thelma (Mrs.
Steinberg's Malibu House the H. D. I Whalum, Sr., is quite
other evening, charmed with her also.
Mini Party To get rid of Alma Booth was recalling
summer doldrums and createiwith Annie (Mrs. Oscar) Simp-
a stir of excitement Emma'son the family reunion her
Jean and L.T. Turner decided sister-in-law's Nell (Mrs. Chris-
to toss one and one it was topher) Rouhlac had at Simp-
a mini party no less. son's Farm when Nell and
Cute bids read. "we're planning Chris lived here. Alma is just
an evening of fun....We'd likelback from Philly where she
and Phil visited their sons and
Nell's family was having one
of the family reunions which
drew relatives from other parts
of Penna.. D.C., Roanoke and
Chicago. Nell's father, Dr. heti
Gordon was down here the
time they ahd the family meet
here.
And before we forget it, we
thought we mentioned the big
heartedness of Roberta Church
whom Alma was in D.C., and
who gave her the page report
on Martha Jean which was in
the Detroit. News. We thought
it was real gracious of her to
give it to Alma and also gen.t-
rous of Alma to give it to us
share with you. You remember,
;we mentioned it last week, the
half page story extols the deeds
of Martha Jean who used her
radio program to help calm the
people of Detroit during their
recent riots. Just thought we
give you a behind the scene
look in how we get our news
and then we always like to
compliment the exemplary
deeds of others who're willing
to pass along the praises others
have received. Three lovely
ladies all, Roberta. Alma and
Martha Jean!
for you to be in it.... But
. to join us all....On the eve of the
ball... You must be clothed in
a "mini-. Bermuda or do you
call them walking shorts? An
way that's what the fellows
wore.
The party was held at thel
home of Jean's cousins Nellie
and J. B. Trotter on Lar?mie
and their pretty patio and well
manicured lawns provided just
the atmosphere for the el
fresco dinner of barbecued pork
and chicken. baked beans. cote,
slaw. relishes, potato chips et'
1ceteras. Before they got to
serious eating Jean and "T":
had served delicious hors:
d'oeuvres accompanied by de-
licious tall potables.
Helping to make the evenine
gay were those favorite people,
Florine and Herman Scullock,
Mardine and A. C. Collins, Jean
Robinson. Lillie and Jerry Ras-
ner. Gladys and Benny Jen-
nings, Thelma Holmes, Joyce
and Lloyd Weddington, theyre'
expecting. Therise and Mon-
roe Brown. Mae and Sam
Mann, Eva and Maute Cham-
bers, Erma and Harvey
Branch. Cortez and John Mar-
tin, Frankie and Charles Greg-
ory, Annette Young, Margaret Congrats to Euralia Fletcher,
Thompson. Fred Brown, and Rubye Gadison, and Ezelle
Isreal Mason. Parks. Memphis schoolmarms
. who received their master's
Degrees from Memphis State
University this summer.
And felicitations to Whittier
Sengstacke. Jr., who received
his bachelor's degree Sunday
I from Tennessee A & I State
4 DOUBLE ACTION University. His parents, Mat-/cans utv maw tie and Whittier and sister
!Ethel Marie journeyed up to2 DREWS MIR P(ACE see him receive his sheepskin.
• Service is the byword of
Akil• 1111111 
and who had long been associat-
ed with her late grandfather,
H. D. Whalum, Sr.. who Was
TIMES
WHEN YOUR
SKIN CRIES...
Ofif,Pi
Get hours of relief from
The itching and irritation of
"UPSET SKIN"
Palmer's "Skin Success" dint-
' went induces fast blessed relief
from itching rnisaries
 caused by
• certain minor skin irritations.
ilith large
• economy sire
• eantaining
4 times as much.
Only 99c
Regular size 44c
•
-- Satisfaction par:satinet er yew
maw Weeded.
LOVELIER COMPLIXION
. . PIUS hised-takoe Protection
w••ri the deep-acting foamy medi-
.•.-r,tion of "Skin Success" Seep. It
beauty bathes while it fights
germs that often aggravate Per-
spiration odors.., makes you sure
you're nice to be near. Palmer's
"Skin Success" leap.
PALMER'S
"SKIN
-SUCCESS"
the newly organized group of
Manassas Grads Will
ge Wed On August 27
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Jeffer- Miss Jefferson is a graduate
son of 475 N. Fifth st haveiof Manassas High school, where
femmes who met Thursday! announced the engagement.she was a member of the Gra-
evening at the home of Mrs. and forthcoming marriage of cious Ladies Society, an ROTC
Oscar (Jewel) Speight for the Wishing Just their daughter, Miss 011ie Ree:sponsor. a Y-Teen, office sup
purpose of meeting the person-
-
jefferson, to Alonzo Ernest porter and the president of the
al needs of the children atl Won't Work I G_randberry, USN. VICA organizationGoodwill Homes. ; She belonged to the Speakers
Helping to formulate plans at Exercise---or physical Speakers Named and Writers club, and plans t,,the meeting where Jewel was
named Chairman of the group
were Mrs. Matthew (Alma)
Thornton. Mrs. E. W. (Gladys)
Reed, Mrs. McCann (Cora)
Reid, Mrs. Phillip (Alma)
Booth, Mrs. Whittier (Mattis)
Sengstacke, Mrs. Samuel (Mat-
lit) Crossley, Mrs. T. J. (Paul-
ine) Toney, Mrs. Samuel
Maggie) Peace, Mrs. Robert
(Thelma) Davidson. Mrs.
Charles (Lois) Tarpley and
yours truly.
Speaking to the group were
Miss Ceil Conelley, the new
director of Goodwill Homes,
Mrs. Richard (Anna) Clark,
social worker at the home and
Mrs. Frank (Frances) Gianotti,
Jr.. a dedi cated volun-
Indies where she visited St.
Thomas in the Virgin Islands,
Kingston and Montego Bay.
Jamaica, San Juan. Puerto,
and Port-Au-Prince, Haiti. The
world traveler went around the
world a couple of years ag/,
and visited the Bahamas not
too long ago.
Speaking of the Bahamas, the
couples three, Joyce and Law-
rence Blackmon, Pat and Har-
old Shaw, and Geneva and Jess
Bishop of Chicago are back
after spending several fun-filled
days in Nassau and Miami.
And A.B. Owen. found Hawaii
a paradise delight.
Fannie (Mrs. Dorsey- West
found Expo '67 intriguing as
well as did her neighbors,
Cassie and Charles Washburn
and their son Aubrey. They all
visited the Motor City as well.
Velma Lois Jones spent a
week in the resort town of
Montreat. N. C.. attending a
Leadership School and Direc-
torate Meeting of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority returning home
via Atlanta where she stopped
to visit friends.
And Leola Gilliam had a
share of traveling this summer
She was off with her mate to:
New Orleans where they attend-
ed the Insurance Meeting, you'
know he's a former President
of the National Insurance group
and is Vice-Prexy of Universal
Life and then they were home
to entertain his cousins the Roy
Gilliams from Arizona who
were en route to South Carolina
and Atlanta and stopped in the
Bluff City again on their
way west to Arizona and Cali-
fornia.
After they were off. Leola
and Gil were off to Chicago
where they stopped at the Con-
rad Hilton and their son Art
drove over from U. of M. in
his sleek new Chrysler 300, to
spend a few days with them.
Then they were back to Mem-
phis in time for Leola to make
ready for the Delta Convention
in Cincinnati, and then to
Detroit to join her mother, Mrs.
P. F. (Susie) Carruthers and
her aunt, Mrs. Janie Davis of
Nashville who'd been there a
month. Art drove them home
via Nashville and then it was
home ago. Art will assume his
duties at Universal where he
was before he took leave to
earn his Masters Degree in
Actuarial Science. The hand-
some young bachelor is also
a Yale graduate you know.
Clara and Louis Hobson took
their yolinger daughter Sandra
who is our immediate Co-Ette
Prexy up to Pembroke College
in Providence. Rhode Island.
Sandra told us the all girls
school is the sister school of
Brown University. Her sister
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activity—is an ally in hold-
ing weight and in losing it
If you exercise less you must
eat less to hold your weight
say nutrition experts with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
• s •
Long hours al strenuous ex-
ercise are not necessary to
keep weight under control.
Regular, less-strenuous exer-
cise can be effective for those
who should take it easier, and
want to maintain weight or lose
it while eating enough food to
be satisfied.
Take, for example, an over-
weight woman whose daily food
provides her with just enough
calories to maintain her weight.
It she decreases by 1 hour dailyteer worker. Helen Bowen ad co-chairman.Ienlistment. His church mem-the time spent in activities sheIsland Hoppers And The Like. Mrs. Mary E. Ware is chairmalbership is with the Golden Leafdoes while sitting and spends of publicity. with Mrs. Ida H. :Baptist church. Jewel Hulbert is back after this time in moderately active
an exciting cruise in the West' Leachman as her co-chairmanwork around the house she The wedding
enter college this fall.
For Women's Day Miss Jefferson in an active
member of the St. Paul Bap-
tist church.
At Progressive Mr. Grandberry is the son
.11 be of Mrs. Annie Hunt and the
n ua 
. stepson of Mr. Charlie Hunt.
held at the Progressive Baptist
church at 394 Vance ave. on He was graduated from Man-
Sunday, August 27, and speaker
during the morning service will 
class of 1964.
While a student there, he wasbe Miss Clarice Avant.
a member of the band and
Mrs. Maridelle M. Adams. a sang in the choir.
member of St. John Baptist
The prospective bridegroomChurch, Vance, will speak at
is presently in the U.S. Navythe afternoon program
. stationed at Providence, R.I.
Mrs. Dosia Tuggle is chair- He plans for a career with the
man of Women's Day, with Mrs:U.S. Post Office following his
will take place
increases the calories used by Rev. 0. C. Collins is pastor in Memphis on Sunday, August
the body by about 90 a day. of the church. 27.
AT JUDGES' TABLE
Six ladies pause for photo-
grapher after looking over
another Honorary Co-Ette and l
former Chairman of the Board
of Directors will begin her I
second year at Cedar Crestl
College ih Allentown, Penna.
On the Home Scene The
Hayeses Helen and Tom hay&
their sister, Thelma (Pel) Out- 1
ten visiting them from Balti-
more. She got here just beforeI
her mother, Mrs. W. B. Mea-1
dow and Helen got back from
L.A. where they visited Helen's
daughter and son in law, Helen
Ann and Dr. Wesley Groves
and their Michael and Court-
ney.
And the other Hayeses. Fran-
ces and Taylor also have their
sister. Mary Thornton from
Detroit visiting them
Esther and J. D. Brown
have Esther Redmond Austin
visiting them from Chicago.
She is a frequent visitor here
and has been shown a number
of courtesies theather and1
dinner parties. Her barrister'
brother Sidney R. Redmond of
St. Louis is well known here.'
the judges' table at Tent
Barbecue. From left are
Mrs. Vivian Thompson,
Mrs. Awilda Woods. Miss
Dorothy P. Evans, Mrs,
Georgia V. Harvey, Mrs.
Minnie L. Woods and Miss
Barbara P. Jeans.
THE EMBASSY CLUB
Presents:
" THE FATS SONNY .COMBO"
Dining & Dancing
iOpen Seven Nights A. WeeAk
JAZZ SHOW
Every Sunday Evening
From '5 p.m. to 9 p.m..
We Cater to Private Parties
1252 E. MeLemore Call 942-9290
Mose" Lynam:, Manager
BY Mon Claire
14 North Main Street
Come, of Cove clad Main (Downstairs) 527-3619
FREE Miami Beach VACATION
4 DAYS and 3 NIGHTS
for TWO PEOPLE
al The fabulous ocean front
Lucerne Hotel
OVER $25"
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
WS HONOR SANKAMERICARD
eirf4
)11114;'
WIGS
Machine Made .... 124.95
Hand Made 
 $49.95
$.11111.11 Handmade  
 $43.95
French Wigs  $59.95
. 
 $29.95 
Wiglets  $8.95
Falls 
Heaton Fells 
 $12.95
OLLIE REA JEFFERSON
PATRONIZE
DEFENDER
ADVERTISERS
•
Memphis, Tenn.
Aug. 25,1967
Dear Betty,
I thought about you last
night. We went out to
Stoker Furniture Company,
1174 S. Bellevue Blvd.,
last night and we saw some
of the wildest furniture.
They had styles of furniture
that I've never seen or heard
of before and knowing you
like unusual styles plus
good quality, I wanted to
let you know about this
store. So when you come
to town next week to do
your shopping, be sure to
save enough time before
you buy to go by and see
Stoker's unusual styles.
We sure like what we bought
and I'm sure you will too.
T-4111 Larry and Jim to
come with you and be sure
land stop by our house so'
you con see our color TV.
The one we bought from
Stoker, too. Girl, it's great.
That's all for now. Will
be expecting to see you
next week.
Your old time girl friend,
Mary Jona
P.S. I forgot to mention
that Stokers' terms are as
little as No Down Payment
with up to 36 months topay.
You can't beat that even
with my old egg beater.
downtown • anion ave.
southiand pin II
C S S
fcrshion specialists in sires
It to 60 and 161/2 to 321/ er
slenderizing 
three-piecethree-piece
walker
60.00
sizes
181/2 to 221/2
a lovely new look for
Pall — the slim, dou-
ble • breasted walking
suit and contrast-col-
ored overblouse . . .
of fine woo/, double
knit . . . choose pearl
grey with bone or
olive with light green.
MAIL ORDERS: ad,'
.50o postage plus 4%
tax for Tenn. delivery.
ace Catherine's Revels.
les charge . netbieg
4.w.-4 mos. fe Foy!
J STOUT SHOppE
DOWNTOWN • 44 SO. MAIN •
UNION AVE. • 11/2 UNION •
WHITEHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL •
SZ1.4434
274.1041
31E4044
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TENT BARBECUE — Dres-
sed in tents of various
colors are guests at a Tent
Barbecue given at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
Robinson. On ground,
from left, are Mrs. Erma
Franklin, Mrs. Minnie L.
RINGING TENT at a
Tent Barbecue party given
in her honor is Miss Bar-
Robinson, SI i s s Barbara
P. Jeans and Mrs. Ida Mae
Johnson. On second row,
from left, are Mrs. Frances
Meadows, M r s. Corene
McWilliams, Mrs. Zim a
Jones, Mrs. Annie Sue
Burford and Mrs. Mary
bara P. Jeans, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs S. W. Robin-
son. Miss Jeans is vacation-
Lee Seymour. sianding,
same order, are Mrs.
Esteen Nubia, Mrs. Ver.
nisteen Simon, Mrs. Ver-
dell Nort hcross, Mrs.
Georgia V. Harvey, Miss
Miss Rose Marie Cavin-
ness, Mrs. Sadie Williams,
in from her home in New
York City.
Tent Dresses Highlighted At
A Tent Barbecue At Robinsons
Mr. and Mrs. S.W. Robinson.
1524 S. Montgomery, enter-
tained their daughter Miss
Barbara P. Jeans who is
home on vacation and the
outgoing officers of the Women
of the Church at Parkway Gas-
dens P r esbyterian church,
Rev. Ezekiel Bell, minister,
with a Tent Barbecue, Mon-
day evening August It, 6
p.m. on their lawn.
The entrance way from the
den to the backyard w a s
decorated with orange, yellow
and green streamers topped
w:th a large paper yellow
and orange daisy.
All women wore tent
dresses and games played
were Tent Run, • Ringing the
Tent, M u sical Tents and
iuess.
Guests w e re seated at
white tables covered with]
orange placemats ceeteredl
with small yellow and orange
paper daisies, yellow tapers
caught in gr een holders
carried out the tri-colors
for the barbecue-supper.
A spe cial honor table
overlaid with a cloth of
daisies, c e ntered with a
large paper daisy, flanked
with candles and greenery,
was set for the judges of the
most unusual tent dress.
Mrs. Osceola Butler won the
first prize for the most un-
usual tent, second prize went
to Mrs. Erma Franklin, and
't h i r d. to Mrs. Marie Wool-
dridge. Other prizes were won
by Mrs. Zuma Jones and Mrs.
Vernisteen Simo n. Several
group prizes were awaried.
Miss Jeans, the honoree,
was c o - hostess with her
mother during the entire even-
ing. She is an Educational
representative for the In-
ternational Business Machine
company in New York City.
The Women of the Church
officers of Parkway Gardens
will serve their last month in
September, 1967 which has
been a two-year term.
Arriving early to assist
the hostess were Miss Dorothy
P. Evans, secretary at Man-
assas High school; Mrs. Vivian
L. Reams Thompson, a 1967
June b r ide, secretary at
Carries School; Mrs. Lillian
M. Anderson, secretary at
Caldwell Suhool; Miss Rose
Marie Caviness and Mrs.
Georgia V. Harvey, instruc-
tors at Manassas High School.
Others present were Mrs.'
Corene McWi Iliams, Mrs.
Esteen Nubia, Mrs. Ermai
Franklin, Mrs. Marie Wold-1
ridge, Mrs. Mamie Lester,1
Mrs. Lillie Gilds, Mrs. 'As
Johnson, M r s . Marguerite
McChriston. Mrs. V erdell
Williams, Mrs. Min erva
Dorris, Mrs. Irene Sanders,
Mrs. Annie Sue Burford, Mrs.
FIRST STOP ACROSS
BRIDGE
West Memphis
— 
STOP & SHOP—
TRI—ANGLE
Open
7 AM, To
12:55 P.M.
Frances Meadows. Mrs. Zunis!
Jones, the new president;;
Mrs. Osceola Butler, lars.
Lozella Marzette, Mrs. Fan-
rile Woodard, Mrs. Marcell1
Jones, M r s . Wilda -Ruth:
Suarez. Mrs. Rutha Jones,
and Mrs. Mary Lee Seymour.
Arriving a bit late directly
from Huntsville, Ala. was the l
minister of Parkway Gardens
and his wife, Rev. and Mrs.
Ezekiel Bell. 1Others present were Mrs.
Ada Ingram, sister of the host-
DEFENDER Pase 9
Will iamsons
Entertain At
Germantown
Mr. and Mrs. Williamson en-
tertained with a dinner party
at their beautiful and spacious
Germantown home on Southern
Road. Those attending were
Miss Columbia Bell Beau! of
East St. Louis, Ill., Miss Bar
bars P. Beans fro mNew York
City and her parents Mr. and
Mrs. S. W. Robinson, and Miss
Katie Coopwood of Memphis.
After dinner the group form-
ed a quartet with Miss Jeans
at the piano.
A future fishing party was
planned by the group.
,Civic Meet Set
Mrs, I. o zella Marzette,
Mrs. Rutha Jones, Mrs.
Lillian A n d erson, Mrs
Marguerite McCh riston,
Mrs. Vivian Thompson,
Miss Dorothy P. Evans,
Mrs. Wilda Woods, Mrs.
Mimerra Dorris and Mrs.
Lillie Gilds.
Pennsylvanian
Visits Mother
Mrs. Mary E. Brooks of Har-1
risburg. Pa. was recent house
guest of her mother, Mrs. Arnie
Bragg, 487 Buntyn, and her
sisters, Mrs. Donna Polk lnd
Mrs. Minnie Robinson. Whi:e'
they were here, their brother
Robert C. Bragg of Oklahoma
City motored here with his
younger son, Stanley. A get-
together with home made ice
cream was held on the patio
of the Bragg-Polk residence.
The Hyde Park-Hollywood
Civic League will meet at the
Prince of Peace Baptist Church
Thursday, August 24, at 7:30
p.m. at 1550 Gritten at.
All members and residents
of the area are invited to be
present. Mrs. Victoria Smith
is secretary, C. B. Myers is
president, and Rev. James
Trueheart pastor of the
church.
AIR POLICEMAN — Airman
Robert E. Caldwell, son of
Bennie H. Caldwell of 2015
Rile it., has been selected for
technical training at Lackland
AFB, Tea., as a U.S. Air
Force air policeman. A 1965
graduate or Carver High
school, he recently completed
his basic training at Lack.
land.
WIG SALE
s2500
100°0 HUMAN HAIR
Discount Wig Company
933 S. 3lici T•l. 948-6639
GET READY MR WINTER
SAYE ON THESE SPECIALS
AT
AFRO DELUXE CLEANERS
117 S. PARKWAY EAST
For a Limited Tim* Only
$1102 or more Suits "ladies or men's ''I 111.
2 or more Dresses "plain" 110 pc
Sweaters, skirts, blouses & Pants
(plain) 3 for s149
Children's coats 89c
Adult's coats "without fur collar" $115
FOR QUICK SERVICE
CAL I.
947-1677
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAS1-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
The 51st Ward Civic club will For4
hold a Tea and Fashion Show 
on the lawn of Mrs. Gladys
Bennett of 1039 Delmar on Sun-
day, August 27, from 4 to 6 p.m.
and the public is invited.
Mrs. Lsnora Wsrd is president
of the club. Mrs. Beatrice
Rogers secretary, and Mrs.
Georgia L. Walker publicity
chairman.
AtTea On Lawn
Shrmirocks Plan
Fm' Fas!iion Show
The Shamrock Socialites will
present their charity cocktail
and fashion show on Sunday,:
August 27, from 5 to 8 p.m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. W.
Reams of 5 0 6 Simpson,
and the public is invited.
Final plans for the sffair were
made during a meeting at the
home of Mrs. Dorothy Pickens,
the president.
Mrs. Priscilla Burke is re-
porter for the club.
ess, Mrs. Nellie Smith, Mrs.
Awilda Woods, Mr. Azzie I.
Dillihunt, Mrs. Janice Jeans,
Mrs. Vernisteen Simon, Mrs.
Babara Williams, Mrs. Ver-
line Jones, Mrs. Ophelia Bragg,
Nliss Jeans, and Mr. and Mrs.
Robinson.
Judges were S. W. Robinson,
Willie L. Jones. William Mc-
Christon and Syivester But-
ler.
OVER 800,000 PEOPLE CAN TO
THE RACES 116611 THE Rhl
AT SOUTHLAND'S SEASON '07*
Post time 8 p.m.* [minds every
race* 5 minutes hiom mauls
12 races nightly except snob*
big perfecto* matinee every sat
* air conditioned level * ruin
Imo Mud oclober * urrvu
*ors * daily double 1st & 21
races* acres of free parking *
admission 25 cents * interstate
55 west mesh's, minus **
SORMAND
SATURDAY MATINEE 1:30 — LADIES FREE
EVENING POST TIME 2:00 P.M.
'S.;„;
BISCUITS
8 oz
CARNATION
ALASKA PINK
SALMON
16 oz.
Can
75c
FRED MONTESI
BREAD
24 oz. 19c
Loaf
PUREX
1/2Gallon
2 Limit
25C
FRED MONTESI
All Vegetable
WESSON OIL
48 oz.
FAMILY SIZE
WITH COUPON
ROSELLE
PEAS
CORN in BUTTER
KNIFE & FORK CUT
GREEN BEANS
14 oz. (P
5 Limit
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
ADAMS Frozen
ORANGE JUICE
12 oz.
Can
WESSON OIL
48 oz. FAMILY SIZE 25C
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon morchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also excluded In compliance with state law).
One coupon per 'lam i I y. Coupon wet, ires Wedn••day,0
Noon August 30.
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Sports Horizon
PRESS (VIPS GAGGED
The freedom of ths press
into the dressing raffle for
interviews; they must not go
into the trainer's room; they
is one of a newspanei -nan's, must not visit a player in his
most t r e asured freedoms,1 room.
without it he would be driveai (4) It is recommendstl
into obscurity, i that interviews be held in a
The Defense Department special lo u nge, in press
was recently accused of Lego headquarters or in the dining
lating the flow of news as it!
, halls. Reporters must wear
related to some of th:s 
, identification badges at all
country's defense policies. The!
 times on the job.
essence of this accusation. Rozelle, as indicated, has
was that the news media; not issued any gag orpiers,
felt their readers were get-1 aosu he may even ressind
ting only the noes sto..es ; Grant's list of press restnisits.
that had been censored by
, But he does have more
the government. power in his domain than
, More r e c ently first-year 
l LBJ has in his, which 13
coach Bud Grant of the! considerable. Such authority
Minnesota Vikins created a
- could be dangerous in less
principled hands, and a fruit-
ful source of graft.
stir over his attempts to
limit the free movement of
writers covering Vikings games.
It appears that Grant has VIEW FROM ATOP
simply added to his woes, I recall a few years
trying to sttifle the efforts1 reading that a reporter
barred from the park by
the Nashville baseball club.
So he took to covering games
from the top of a telephone
pole just outside the out-
• that emanating from Washing- field fence. This produced some
ton, pretty hilarious stories. Tic
The commissioner has the team, it seemed, looked just'
as "lousy from afar and
aloft."
The stories made the club
ownership look so picayunish
and abscurd that the scribe
was implored to climb down
the pole and come on back
inside. The gag attempt back-
fired, just as Grant's probably
will before the season opens.
of the press.
Were he of such a mInd.
Pete Rozelle could come closer
to controlling the professional
football news than LBJ can
power to accept or reject
any TV announcer for games
in the leagues under his
supervision.
According to .his publicity
man, Pete has never used this
power. But the fact that he
has it is sufficient hint to
broadcasters that it might
be wise to utter only sympathe-
tic, favorable descriptions.
Rozelle cannot, of course,
tell newspapers what ro-
ago
was
MIAA TEAMS WORK
I'vlem hers of the newly sr-
porters to hire or fire. He ganized Memphis Interscholas- 1
cannot dictate which men tic Athletic Association are
should be assigned to pro busy at work preparing for
football games or have au- the 1967 football campaign.
thors punished who incur It will mark a new era in
his disapproval. Prep League athletics in the
What he could do is make Bluff City. Last spring the
th ir    diffi- Board of Education throughjobs extremely
cult by keeping bus athelcis its D i rector of Athletics,
inaccessible. All he would Dean Ethers, aided in the
have to do would be to send drawing up of one schedule
a form letter of all coach- for all of the local schools
es instructing them fo follow sthich had previously played
Bud Grant's example. as a part of two separate
The Minnesota coach las leagues. There were some
notified the press that: (1) interleague games last year.
All questions about player The teams have been placed
performance — be it indi- in divisions according to
vidual, teammate or opponent the boys enrollment of grades
— must be asked of the coac4 10 and 11 in each of the
and not of a player or as- member schools. In order
to qualify for the city cham-
pionship a team must
play at least five games in
its division. The survivors if
the Reds and Blue Division
playoffs will meet for the
city championship.
sistant coach.
(2) All questions about in-
juries or physical conditions
must be asked of the coacn
and nobody else, including
trainer and physician.
(3) Reporters must not go
Levi-West Junction
Leaders Speak Out
A
and
and
strong, straight-forward,
uncompromising statement,
behalf of neighborhaodi
community and improve-
meat and progress was made
last week by spokesman for
the Levi and West Junction
on Civic Clubs 1 & 2, led by
Mr. D. Pearson, president,
along with other committee
memberss. S. B. Mitchell,
vice president, Willie Good-
year, secretary, and L. E.
Crump, c h airman of the
Board of Directors.
The statement reads as
follows: "Dear Members of '
Levi a n d West Junction!
Civic Clubs 1 SE 2, we take'1
this opportunity to notify you
that the officers are to
meeting once each month way.
and will contine to do so. facts
We have no thought bit to
continue to work for the
best interest of the neighbor-
hood' in which you and I
live. Take heed that no man
deceive you. There shall
be many to come in my
name saying. "I am Christ
and will deceive many."
"We want to bring to your
attention that there had been
a lot of talk around here
about county sewers. It was
so much talk until the Levi
and civic clubs got together
and appointed a committee
to find out something about
it. We found that some peo-
ple o f t his neighborhood
have been told something
•
-4,41k4s's.
D. PEARSON
out something. Any-
they mistated the
to you and they are
trying to keep talking about
something that is not in
sight yet.
`IDDIE BIDDIE" CLINC--
-Cbach Harold Hunter,
Tennessee State university's
basketball mentor, shows a
group of "iddie biddies" a
ball-handling technique in
this pictiare taken last week
marking the 13th year of
the "Biddle and ddie Bid-
dle" B a sketball Clinic.
Since 1955 the Depart-
ment of Health Physical
Education and Recreation
at Tennessee State has
sponsored 20 sessions each
summer of basketball in-
Faculty-Staff Confab
To lisher In Fall Term
struction for youngsters
from four to 14 years of
age. They are taught fun-
damental skills including
footwork, speed and drills
to introduce the game of
basketball to improve so-
cial skills. Assisting Coach
Cowboys
Mounter during the clinic
this year were Coaches
Richard Miller and J. D.
Peterson. From left are Ha-
rold Hunter, Jr., four; Jock
Richardson, six; Wallace Tay
lor, six; Coach Hunter and
Charles Evans, six.
Await Return
A two-day faculty-staff con- plain how it works at Colby, Match With Green bay
ference next week will usher LeMoyne is introducing the
in LeMoyne's 1967 fall season. program to its students and 
DALLAS (UPI) — The ed ankle that kept him out of
Sessions will be held Tuesday Dallas 
this fall.Dall s Cowboys prepared to- the S a n Francisco game
and Wednesday, Aug. 29-30, in day for next Monday's re- and Ralph Neely and Bob
the college's new student cen- 
_ Hayes had leg injuriesThe program at LeMoyne match with the world cham
ter.
I will take place during the pion Green Bay Packers, but While several Cowboys were
D H f C lb • off the active roster with r. enry emery o o y
College in Waterville, Maine,
is scheduled to address the
group both days.
He will discuss the interim
semester program and ex-
"Since we gave, the County
Weaver Road, they can put
anything down they want to
but we feel that running!
sewages and ditches through!
people's gardens is wrong.
After all, the county com-
missioners heard out state-
ments. We asked them to
run sewage down Weaver.
They said they were going to,
ask the County Quarterly
Court for more money to
build sewers down Weaver
Road.
"With a 11 d ue respect
to the people of this great
neighborhood in which you
and I live there are some
ke false
find
'The appointed committee
called Mr. Jack Ramsey and and start trying to help
told I;iim we would like very
much to invite him out for a
conference with all of the com-
munity to talk about this
matter of grave concern to
our neighborhood and the
county. We also invited Mr.
Mimmy Moore and Mr. Lee
Hyden.
"We inquired about county
sewers and when they would
be laid. Mr. Ramsey said they
had agreed to run sewage from
Mitchell Road down a ditch
and it would flow to the
wrong or they just talk Weaver School.
*O.
a.-
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
IWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
*Er
soti'm
367 Union
527-4471
2989 Summer
323-55911
improve the situation by
taking a part in the club
where you can get the facts."
The statement was signed
by Mr. Pearson, Mr. Good-
year.
people wo w ma
claims and will tell lies. But
we know that we have our
charter of the Club. District
1 & 2. We have our
corporate seal and our money1
is in the bank. Now, let usl
say again that people who
are always knocking some-
thing or somebody don't get
month of January 1968. All
classes will be recessed at this
time and each student will be
required to do special research
on his own. "The project will
emphasize intellectual self-de-
velopment," said Dr. Lionel A.
Arnold, academic dean at
LeMoyne.
Registration for the fall
semester at the local college
will begin Thursday, Aug. 31,
with freshmen registering on
that day.
Sophomores w ill register
the f Sept. 1 and
juniors will be enrolled that
afternoon. Seniors are clue to
enroll the morning of Sept. 2,
with transfer and unclassified
students registering that after-
noon.
Class from the first semes-
ter will begin Sept. S.
Teacher Hurt
legtheir roster looked like a injuries, one very important
one-legged version of the leg was off the inactive
team w h i ch battled the list.
Packers for the NFL cham-1 Danny Villanueva. the Dal-
pionship last January. Iles place kicker and punter
The Cowboys returned to who had such a poor season
in 1966 that the club searchedtown with many of their the country looking for talent
starters on the i njured to replace him, will begin
list, including one out for kicking the football in prac-
the entire season. tice this week.
Center Dave M a nders, Landry said if Villanueva
injured on the third play of came along good enough
Sundays 30-24 exhibition win during the week, he would
over San Francisco, under- play against the Pacjsers.
went surgery Monday on torn
ligaments in his right knee.
Coach Tom Landry said
Manders would be out for
the season and Mike Connally
would start at center. Con-
nally is an eight year veteran
who was knocked off the
starting team last season by
M anders.
Everyone else on the team
was expected to play
against Green Bay, but many
of them would be taking injured
limbs into the game.
Quarterback Don Meredith
In Car Wreck had a was nursing a sprai.o-Townes bruised rib, Willie
Mrs. Barbara Buehler of
any place. They usually des- 2276 Redwood, wife of a Le-
troy themselves trying to Moyne College professor, Dr.
hurt someone else. John A. Buehler, is in St.
Joseph's Hospital where she
"We recommend that all is being treated for injuries
Christ-like people --who have suffered in a traffic accident
been born again and who love Aug. 12,
their neighborhood, stop and
look at this condition as it Mrs. Buehler received a brok
exists in our community, en collar bone and two broken
and stop fooling yourself ribs in a two-car crash on
Chelsea at Boxwood. She was
driving a friend home when the
accident took place.
Mrs. Buehler is a teacher
at Shannon Elementary School.
Dr. Buehler is professor of.1
chemistry at LeMoyne.
Landry said if there was
anything to be displeased
about Sunday's win, which
evened the Cowboys exhibi-
tion record at 1-1, it was
pass defense.
"But then when they put
the ball in the air 49 times,
they are bound to make
you look bad sometimes,"
he said•
Landry would not say wheth-
er Craig Morton. who led
the Cowboys on the winning
touchdown drive Sunday, was
winning his battle with Jerry
,Rhome for the No. 2 quarter-
back spot behind Meredith.
Watch the PROS in Action
Gal. SIM" CHICAGO
BEARS
PHILADELPHIA
8 P.M. SATURDAY
SEPT. 9th
MEMPHISSMEMORIAL STADIUM
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
AL/. RESERVED SEATS ....56
STADIUM BOX OFFICE
tce to 43G Woodsy tioni Safierday
'GOLDSMITH'S CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE
Open 10 to 4 Erikry Dot
MAIL ORDERS—Add 30. for pastels o/o IlloopAts
Matorld Sirollaos. 3311
Continental League
To Decide Fate Of
AKRON, Ohio (UPI) —
Owners of the continentall
football league teams will
meet in New York today
to discuss the fate of the
Akron Vulcaas franchise after
it was revealed the present
ownership has run up a
$50,000 debt • to the league nad
apparently cannot repay it.
Commissioner S o 1 Rosen
said the framthise will prob-
ably remain in Akron and
open Saturday but it may ,
be sold to other owners
unless a payment plan can,
be arranged.
The problems came to light
after t h e present owner,
Frank Hum, a Chicago con-
tractor, fired general man-
ager Tobin Rote and coach
Roak Walker, two former
college g r eats. He hired
former Cleveland Brown star
Lou Rymkus to replace both.
Hum said the firings came
because he was not getting
a "professional job" from
Rote and Walker.
Rote, however, hinted the
problem may be as much
money as it is football.
"Hum has s pent only
$2,000 of his own money on
this operation," Rote said.
"I personally have loaned him
$10,000 and have a note to
prove it."
Rote and Walker were
hired for an estimated $21,000
each in three-year personal
service contracts. Hum was
apparently t r ying to get
big names to draw crowds
despite the presence of the
Browns, only 30 miles to the
north.
Rosen flew here Monday
to media te the dispute
apparently without success.
Rote has already stated he
will fight the action. It is
believed he and Walker own
stock in the club.
Meets
Vulcans
WONDER
WHERE
TO FIND
. . o buyer for your
cor, Sc 0 sowing ow-
chins to buy, or scow
on. to doors your
horn.? Jut! rood and
usa our. . .
Classifieds
JAckson 6-8397
WIG
CITY
Special Purchase
• 100% Human Hair Wigs
Unconditionally Guaranteed
• 1 Color Selections
Fitting —Styling —Head
$ 39 00
TERMS
gla=
leirAmEpi:.us
11=1:1 LAYAWAY
REMEMBER . . .THERE IS ONLY ONE
WIG CITY
in Memphis
1129 /10,//orrie
Open Mon., Thurs.. Fri.'til 9
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
Ak\sstsss
Hogue & Knott
Hambitrger
or Hot Dog
BUNS
8 to 23,
pkg.
BREAD
BROWN
IF4
`
ss,
ywor
Hogue & Knott
Big 1/246. Sandwich Loaf
18/
wit 4-
r. igi 
'`k• '-..
"00 
i 
)11" dtet.,,,e 1
`....,
'...,.1 Al,"
.`'•,,,,\,44411" I.. i
...t. ,
-
m
, le
Baked Memph7s by Memohians
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.
25c
'N SERVE ROLLS
awe
14-0z.
Loaf
Hogue & Knott
12 to Package
15c
25c
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
1578 LAMAR 3384 N. THOMAS
4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER
6
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EDUCATIONAL DAY —
St. Paul Chapel of Richard-
son's Landing, Tenn., ce-
lebrated its annual Edu-
cational Day on Sunday,
August 13, and little Miss
Melvina Woods was elec-
ted queen. She is seen
RECEIVES MASTER'S —
A recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. L. H. Shipp and a former
teacher at Douglas High
School in Memphis, Mrs. Agnes
Holt Bradford, who now resides
in Los Angeles, Calif., was
among 2,450 men and women
in cap and gown at the Uni-
versity: of Southern California's
84th annual commencement
exercises held e any in
June. She received her master
of science degree in Education.
Mrs. Bradford is now a well-
known L o s Angeles City
School teacher, working at the
Wadsworth Avenue School,
Among those attending the
graduation exercise of USC
was a Memphian. Mrs. Hilda
Gray Massey, a teacher in
the Shelby County School sys-
tem, who was touring Califor-
nia at the time,,
here with other partici-
pants on the program.
Seated from left are Miss-
es Florida M. Borum,
Jurline Woods
L. II e a s ton.
same order,
Harriett Jamison,
and Mary
Standing,
are Mrs.
Mrs.
•
Looting Erupts
In New Haven
Racial Strife
NEW HAVEN, Conn. —fin by residents - in nearby
Sporadic looting was reported; suburban towns and in some
yesterday for the first time; of the better sections of Now
since violence erupted here 
Haven.Saturday.
Mayor Richard C. Lee,
meanwhile, imposed an 8
p. m. curfew for the third
consecutive night.
And, as dusk drew near,
officials here girded for what
could be more violence.
He said 50 carloads of
state troopers will again be
brought into the city to help
enforce the curfew, especially
In the turbulent Negro neigh-
borhoods of the hill. Newhall-
vine. Fair Haven and Dixwell
areas.
Lee. apparently distressed
over the Monday night in-
creases in cases of arson.
looting and vandalism said
"vigorous efforts to end the
violence must go forward."
As the surge of violence
became more daring, several'
Negro families in the trouble
spots appealed to the mayor
for help in evacuating their
homes. T w o busloads of
families, mainly those with
small children, were taken
Earlier Tuesday. city offi-
cials revised figures of the
previous night's violence. They
reported 38 fires — three ;he.
result of firebombings —
87 arrests.
A total of 350 persons have
been arrested since the out-
break t!,pegan Saturday nidit.
— -
Aiding Adam
'Not Cricket,'
Court Is Told
WASHINGTON ( U PI) —
Lawyers for the House told
the U. S. Court of Appeals
five centuries of British poli-
tical principles would be
overturned if the court in-
terfered with the unseating
of Adam Clayton Powell,'
it was learned Tuesday.
It's Here
Tom's Donut Shop
931 So. Third St.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
HOURS
6:00 kat UNTIL
12:00 MID-MITE
WATCH FOR
SPECIALS
GRAND OPENING
3 MIN, - SANDWICHES ALL KINDS
WE HAVE BREAD
MILK — MEATS — DRINKS — POTATO CHIPS
AT SPECIAL PRICE
WE CATER TO CHURCHES - SOCIAL CLUBS
& WEDDINGS
Maxine Jones, the queen,
Melvina Woods; Rev. Sher-
man Colc, pastor of St.
Paul Chapel; and Mrs.
Lillie B o rum. iWit.hers
Photo)
Service Station Dealer
Locates Key To Success
"I wouldn't know how to
work for someone else
anymore," says Harvey
Bryant, an ind ependent
Mobil service station dealer
in Philadelphia, At his busy
location at Lancaster and
42nd Street, in a residential
area, Bryant demostrates how
personal initiative and drive
have combined to make
him a successful business-
man.
He has found that "trying
a little harder" helps to win
and keep new customers,
, and his business has increased
every year since it was
opened in 1961.
Modestly, Bryant attribu-
tes his success to the help
and devotion of others, in-
cluding his wife, Sadie, his
brother and his cousin.
Bryant's decision to leave
his former job as an auto
mechanic recei ved his
family's full support. When he
opened his own service
station, his wife attended
some of the Mobile Oil Corp-
oration train ing school
sessions with him. Mrs. Bry-
ant handles the bookkeeping.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant have
also f o u nd the annual
Mobil dealer convention to
be highly interesting and use-
ful. Last year's convention
at the swank Concord Resort
at Kiamesha Lake, New
York, was especially pro-
fitable for the Bryants.
They won a trip to Ber-
muda in a contest.
Discussing his own per-
sonal succes s, Bryant
says: "Not everybody can
make it alone in his own
business, but if a man
starts out with the right
attitude a n d successfully
maintains it, he's bound to
grow."
Ask Harvey Bryant what
really persuaded him to
open his own service station
and he quickly retorts: "My
six kids. It was impossible
to get my children educated
on the salary I was making,
S o I went in business for
myself."
When it comes to initiative,
Harvey Bryant has plenty,
for he realizes that in just a
couple of years he is going
to have four youngsters in
college at the same time.
He is determined to see
them all through.
The life of the service
station operator isn't always
easy, but Bryant is willing
to work hard anytime, night
or day. "It's my own bus;
ness" he said, "and I'm proud
of its growth. I only wish
I had started earlier instead
of waiting so long."
Service Club Meets
The Christian Service club
will hold its annual tea on Sun-
day, August 27, in the Foote
Home auditorium from 4 to
7 p.m., and all clubs are in-
vited to participate.
Bryant keeps his station 1 A special feature will be the
fashion show with Mrs Euniceopen 24 hours a day, seven
Brice as the narratordays a week 'We don't
Mrs. Bettie Dotson is presi-
dent of the club and Mr. Wil-
lie Ada Clark reporter_
even have a key to the front
door. It's never closed,
he said
Peter Pan Cleaners
899 E. Mclemore 1560 Netherwood
ONE HOUR SERVICE SAME DAY SERVICE
946-1205 275-1544
WE
APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS
SUMMER
MONEY
SAVER
FIRST NATIONAL
BAN KAMERICARD
ociawd
Beautifully Cleaned 6- Pressed
SUITS and DRESSES, plain 1 25
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 or $115
FRE Proofed,C Moth Proofed,E All Your Clothes Mildew
Odor Proofed 6 Sizedd-
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CAR CARE CENTER
R
THGATE CAR CARE CENTER
PHONE 948-0419
1890 S. THIRD ST. AT BELZ
ACROSS FROM SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER PHONE 948-0410
ATLAS TIRES
i99
1 GRIPSAFE
6.50x13
Black Tubeless
Plud 1.93 ex.
fax and fire off
your Car.
FULL 4 PLY
DYNACOR RAYON
Modern deep tread, rounded
shcaiders, low profile' design.
GUARANTEED IN WRITING
Without Time or Mileage Limit
When used in normal passenger car service, each tire is guarantsed against all failures
whrih may occur during the lift of the original tread design, •xcePt repairsbl• punctures
and fa:lurss es a result of running flat, fire, wrecks and collisions, and chains or obstructions
dn vehicle.
In the men, of failures, we will replace with a new tire of the same grade and she, charging
a :um equal to the current price•, plus excise tax. at the time and place of adjustment. less
an Allowance determined by multiplying such current price', plus •xcifie tar. by the per-
certage of the original tread design (exclusive of the undertread) then remaining on the
I. r€.
"-Current Price" TIPAMS Humble $ "current price for adjustment purposes only,- as set forth
in Huniblc's Buying and Selling Service, available at Humble Stations,
Other Sizes Equally Low Priced 
'SIZE BLACK SALE PRICE EX. TAX
7.35-14
7.75-14
8.25-14
8.55-14
7.7S-1S
8.15-15
8.45-15
16.59
17.19
19.59
21.29
16.59
19.59
21.29
Whitytwells Slightly 14Ighor
2.08
2.21
2.38
2.56
2.23
2.33
2.53
NO MONEY DOWN
UP TO 12 MONTHS TO PAY
Use Esso Credit Card ... Instant Credit...
or Charae-All BankAmericard...
AMMENNANER
•
'Humble Oil & sfin;rig Cannany guaranteesmechanical repair work performed on your car
as described on fhb front of this form for a
Period of 90 days or 4,C00 mum, whichever
occurs first, but trf-fie event Re an amount in
west of the charge or chtreell made for such
work. Humble shall not be lusbia for special orcnnseduential damages: damage due le VARNI
abuse or neglect dare or destruction by fire,
knocks. eitplMiON or thft: or fake* Of DOMMher than those installed on :Me order This
r
.,,t.a7tee mil be honored only at the Car Care
where Its. original work was performed.'
2rt,'",:::,c,VSONCS.#2. y
TOM LAWSON,OWNER 947-4931
o
,
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Tariff Examiners
Needed For Jobs
In Washington
Ion the job training. Four and
is half years experience is re-
quired in freight rate . tariff
'work with a common carrier
subject to regulations under the
Interstate Commerce Act.
Applications are currently 
Please write to Curtis F.
'Adams, Director of Personnel,
being accepted by the Inter-
'Interstate Commerce Commis-
state Commerce Commission,sion, Washington, D. C. 20423,
for positions of Transportation for full information and appli-
Tariff Examiner, grade GS-8 at
S7,088 a year, to fill vacancies
in Washington, D. C.
Applicants selected for these
positions will receive thorough
cation forms.
The Interstate Commerce
Commission is an Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Employ-
er.
Classified Ads
FOR SALE
ENTIRE FURNISHING
of 5 Room House
SACRIFICE
357-6195
FURNISHED APARTMENT for Rent
Living & Bedroom with EA..° Privi-
leges. Private Entrance.
Glenview Area. Call 275-4401
Before 9:00 a.m. or after 9:00 p.m.
RUMMAGE SALE, Summer & Winter
Clothing. 1010 Raymond. Saturday,
August 26. 10 a m. to 6 P.m.
I See A Movie!
”When I take a case, I thoroughly
study the background.
Events happening years before.
can win a day in court.',
Maybe that's why I picked
Gordon's London Dry Gin.
Good English background.
Dry the way I like it.,,
Charles E Lloyd, Attorney. Ady75or to the .1auson-Wastengton
Coordtnating COUlltd Counsel for The Bank of Finance. Advisor to Operation
Bootstrap. is one at the most suc:essful young lawyers on the Southwest.
Gordon s Gin, created in
London. England in 1769.
Its the biggest seller in England
America and the world
PROLUCT0f11. S. A. ICHIS MLUIIAI SPRITS DISTItUD FIRM CUM M PROOF MINNS MY DM CD.. 1.11.. MERU
WITH THE VEEP — Mrs.
Pearl Clark, prominent
Memphis educ ator, is
shown posing with U. S.
Vice P r esident Hubert
Humphrey at the
of the National
tion Convention
last month in Minneapolis.
Minn. Mrs. Clark was a
Mrs. Pearl Clark Gives
NEA Convention Echoes
Echoes of the National
Teachers Convention (NEA)
held in Minneapolis, Minn.,
last month, along with impres-
Mrs. Clark reported
"Climaxing the meeting
an address by the Vice
President of the Unites States,
sions of a recent trip to the
Bahama I s 1 ands with a Hubert Humphrey. It brought
YWCA group were given by
Mrs. Pearl Clark, well-known
Memphis public school
teacher, a n d religious and
social leader.
Mrs. Clark said that the
climax
Educa-
(NEA)
that
was
a standing ovation from the
audience of more than 10,000.
Some points stressed by Mr.
Humphrey were: 12 months
school year; more attention
to under-privileged children,
and the fact that we must
NEA Convention was superb
and excellent. The Tennessee
State Meetings were interest-
ing and informative. Our sup-
port of Mrs. Helen Bains
of Nashville for a position on
the National organization's
Executive C o m mittee was
effective."
work toward the freedom,
equality and prosperity of the
other America if this country
is to live up to what it pro-
fesses.
"Elizabeth Koontz, the newly
installed p r esident-elect if
the National Education As-
Let TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Ads Be Your Guide
WHO MAKES AIR CONDITIONERS THAT DON'T FREEZE UP?
"ilW14"Alf14411141
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF AFPUANCES
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
1New decorator styling . .. with features that provide
the space age approach to home air conditioning
certified NEMA
capacities from
5,000 to 32,000 BTI''s
Exclusive
COMFORT GUARD,
coal*
I*. 0-4,1 ....1.11011.
1.0 0 row* 'solo
&hood ... oor. Ore
bowed Oto Norrorroll
* tor oelwolOr F0tiadle
toon FFFIFIP doom NAPO oar NA Ihoor Nom
oetoFF•fiv Fe No 4010 on or oil .0.oros
corr., mrloor ow/ ordooloor. Caro0. 0..4 *moo
1.01. 41,0.,••• loenrif.• ,Si, Oro le col "Immo, *a.
... and only WHIRLPOOL has "COMFORT GUARD!"
There are 34 RCA WHIRLPOOL air conditioners ... which is best for you?
HERE ARE JUST A FEW ACE SPECIALS...
8.200 BTU
Model APM082.3
RCA AIR-
CONDITIONER 1699'
9.500 BTU} Model AP/1095-3RCA AIR-
I CONDITIONER 1899'Or.
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'TIL SEPTEMBER!
WHY WORRY? LET US
WIRiljet, Do Your Bectrical Wring Properly. Install Your Air Conditioner. Sell You tie Proper
• • Air Conditioner You Need—end C,ombine Al on One Easy-to-Pay Contract.
ORDER BY PHONE
FOR QUICK
DELP/ERY!
PLENTY Of FREI PAItKIMO
ACE APPLIANCE Co.L. I. olAnno R. G. EMI
EAST
14/1 Selmer
Mew 324-4406
I •VHITEHAYEN
42911 Hwy. 11 Se.
Pimps 1164/9”
ALL 4 STORES OPEN ?IL
FRAYSER LAMAR
31111 Thom= 2$74 UMW
Mgr,. SI 0.1
Plisse 3311-4605 Plume 324-6116
9 P.M. EVERY NIGHT
New Guidelines Explained For
The Rental Of Public Housing
A new set of Federal guide-
lines governing the renting of
tPublic Housing units on a
t more uniform basis has been
adopted as policy by the Mem-
phis Housing Authority, Walter
M. Simmons, MHA executive
director, announced today.
When an applicant's name
appears at the top of the eli-
gible applicant list, presently
containing more than 1,000, the
new policy will give him the
opportunity to consider as man
as three apartments cffered by
MHA. If he rejects all three,
his name will again be placed
at the bottom of the waiting
list.
In distributing the new guide-
lines, the Department of
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment said the requirements
were established to help hous-
ing authorities "meet their
responsibilities pursuant to.. the
Civil Rights Act. and in the in-
terest of efficiency and econo-
my required by the. ..Housing
Act of 1937". 
Mr. Simmons explained that
the new policy will work as
follows
"If there is a suitable vacant
unit in more than one location,
the applicant shall be offered
the unit at the locatior con-
taining the largest number of
vacancies. If the applicant re-
jects the first vacancy offered,
he shall be offered a suitable
unit at the location containing
the next highest number of
vacancies. If the applicant re-
jects three such offers, he shall
be placed at the bottom of the
eligible applicant list. The
Housing Authority will make allevening was the reception for
the Vice President and officers offers in sequence, and there
of the NEA, held in he must be a rejection of a prior.. 
beautiful ballroom of theoffer before the applicant maybe
offered another location.Meamington Hotel. Here we 
"In a case where only two
enjoyed dancing, refreshments•locations with vacancies exist,
and meeting the Vice Presi-;the applicant will be placed a
Baines, and,
dent, Mrs. Koontz, and Mrs. bottom of the waiting list
We were a 
other officers 
so fortunate to
make picture with the Vice TOOTHACHE
President before the guard Poe setter agony? le minutes get tenet that
lasts era ORA-JEL Speed-release formulacame. puts it to work quickly to relieve
Or oh i nregntdooecithbayc ihmseilrfoLidne.
Mrs. Clark closed with Lie trnyou
m 
delegate to the convention
from Memphis, represent-
ing the MEA. Mrs. Hum-
phrey is also shown in the
picture.
sociation is the first Negro
to hold this position in 110
years of the organization's
existence. We are very proud
of her.
"The final ' event of the
remark, "I enjoyA the meet-,
•ing with my roommate, Mrs. ora'
Inez Morris and other°
Memphians. Mr. Nat Williams
made it possible that several
of us could speak on radio, ,
giving our opirion of the OffERMINATING CO7meeting. The meeting from all
aspects was "too."
Mrs. Clark did not no into
details about her Bahama
vacation.
Local NAACP Will
Meet Sunday At 4
The Memphis Branch of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People will hold its regular
monthly m e e ting, Sunday,
August 27, at 4 p.m., at Mt.
Olive CME Church, Linden
and Lauderdale.
All members and friends are
urged to be present and on
time. Jesse H. Turneis
president of the local branch.
CONVENIINT
LOCATIONS
rotes OKI Vold
.1' P•11/10,041,Nt
tINVIC/
HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
scriething y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chair-
man. Have that person
, call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
If you're not getting
your fair share of cover-
age, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
NOTICE!
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.
.jed
PEST
TERMITES
-ROACHES
WATER RUGS-RATS
Licensed and Banded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
Els4BARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
_FR. FA 7-6033
upon rejection of both offers.
However, if there is only one
location at which suitable va-
cancies exist and the applicant
rejects the offer, he shall be
given a second offer as soon as
a suitable vacancy becomes
aVailable. If he rejects the sec-
ond offer, he shall be moved
to the bottom of the list.
"There will be two instanes
in which refusal of an offer will
not be counted against an ap-
plicant: (1) When the applicant
is willing to accept a unit offer-
ed but can sbow he is unable to
move at the time of the offer,
and (2) when an applicant
convinces the Housing Authori-
ty that acceptance of an offer
would result in undue hardship
or handicap not related to race,
creed, color or national origin,
such as inaccessibility to source
of employment or a lack of
children's day-care facilities in
the area.
"Under previous policy, an
applicant, when making his
original application, was asked
to record first, second and
third location preferences. The
Housing Authority then endea-
vored to assure the applicant
a preferred location without re-
gard to the amount of time this
assurance required."
Mr. Simmons said the old
policy in effect tended to estab-
lish waiting lists for each of
Memphis' nine housing projects
Under the new system, Mr.
Simmons said, preferences are
subordinated to the fulfillment
of actual housing needs of an
applicant, and one applicant
has the same chance as another
to receive his preference.
Formal adoption of the new
policy is to be by resolution at
the Housing Authority's board
meeting at noon Monday. Mr.
Simmns said the bard mem-
bers have informally agreed to
support the policy change un-
animously.
After the formal adoption,
the resolution will be submitted
to the Atlanta office of the
Housing and Urban Develop-
ment Department, a formality.
Mr. Simmons anticipates that
the policy will become effective
Sept. 1.
BUYS NEW BIKE Ear.
nest Williams, Jr., a seventh
grade student at Douglass
High school, is carrying the
Tri-State Defender to his
customers faster these days
since he decided to invest
part of his commission in a
new bicycle. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Williams of 1486 Willis st.
ATIFIAN'S 
LOAN 1 FFICE I
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'DOATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 170 REAL STREET SA 6-5300,
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
 milemeeseenIN
NOTICE . NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
_ SCHOOL ITEMS
FIE in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly,
YOUR RAE 
 Mother's name 
Address 
Phone somber
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
meweenowirsi riewele
Number of papers wanted weekly
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
382 Leath
AMALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
Ermurs Dim STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Opew 70eys
9 0.m. - 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PREsCR,PTION
SHOP
550 Vance
ElVING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Read
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Mc Lemore
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 5, Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Avenue
452.3101
*Speedy Delivery
PARK KIVICK DROVE 114/4 GPO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLEVUE 7/11 DRIVE INN ORO.
1884 S. Believes
J8..1 SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
CROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Si Iverage
McGONEN SUNDRY
349 "-once
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newsoopere
All Out of Town News.
papers
JON. Main
576-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942.1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE.
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG Co.
565 S. Porkwcry E.
948.4531
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. *Lenore
9484576
Pres. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 — 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. servic•
SMITH SUNr)RY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. Mc Lemon
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD HEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LEHOW SUNDRY
2086 Chels,a
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY918 S. Wellinfton
PRESCOTT trRi.iGi
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
